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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of Hispanics in the Main Street program requires a background 
on the evolution of the Hispanic population in the United States. The basic facts 
about the Hispanic community give a base for research of Hispanics in the Main 
Street program. These facts show when and where Hispanics are moving across 
this country. The assessment of Hispanics in the Main Street program is very 
important to the planning discipline since planners often play a significant role in the 
I 
Main Street program. This study examines the methods used by various Main 
Street programs to gain participation in communities with and without Hispanic 
volunteers. 
Hispanics in the United States 
The term "Hispanic" was first used with the same meaning as today by the 
United States Census Bureau in the 1980 Census (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 1). 
Today the Census Bureau broadly defines Hispanic as, 
Those who classify themselves in one of the specific 
Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino categories listed on the 
questionnaire 'Mexican', 'Mexican American', 'Chicano', 
'Puerto Rican' or 'Cuban' - as well as those who indicate 
'other' ... whose origins are 'Spain', the Spanish speaking 
countries of Central or South America, the Dominican 
Republic or people identifying themselves as Spanish, 
Spanish-American, Hispanic, Hispano, Latino and so 
on ... Origin can be viewed as heritage, nationality group, 
lineage, or country of birth of the person or the person's 
parents or ancestors before their arrival to the United 
States. People who identify their origin as Spanish, 
Hispanic, or Latino may be of any race. (U.S. Census 




Census data shows that the number of Hispanic persons has increased since 
1990 (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 3). Hispanics have jumped from 9% of the total U.S. 
population in 1990 to 12.5% in 2000 of the total population (U.S. Census Bureau, 
ND 3). Figure 1 below shows where Hispanics were living in 1990. 
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Figure 1 shows that Hispanics are heavily located in California, New Mexico 
and Texas where 25.5-38.2% of the total population is Hispanic. Western states 
have more Hispanic persons than the Midwest and Southeast, excluding Florida. 
The Northeast sees some Hispanic concentrations in New York and New Jersey 
(U.S. Census Bureau, ND 4). 
In 2000, the Hispanic population still remains significantly higher in the 
Southwest. While Figure 2 has a slightly different scale than Figure 1, the shift in 
population can still be seen. The Hispanic population is reaching inward into the 
center of the country from the Southwest. The same Southwestern states of 
California, Arizona, New Mexico and Texas have the largest percentages of 
Hispanics. 
Figure 2- Hispanics by Percent in 2000 
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The Census Bureau data show the percent change in Hispanic population 
between 1990 and 2000 (Figure 3). Places with the most change include 
Southeastern states such as North and South Carolina and Georgia. Another 
concentration with a high percentage of change includes eastern Nebraska, 
northwestern Iowa and southern Minnesota. The places experiencing the greatest 
change are many of the same states that do not have high percentages of Hispanic 
populations, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 3- Percent Change in Hispanics 1990 to 2000 by County 
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It is widely known that the Southwest is home to the most Hispanics, as 
indicated by Figures 1 and 2. What is lesser known, is that states with lower 
Hispanic populations are experiencing the greatest increase in Hispanic populations. 
Gains of 200% or more can be seen in the Midwest and Southeast in many counties, 
as shown in Figure 3 (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 2). 
The latest figures from the U.S. Department of Commerce show that the 
Hispanic population grew by 3.5 million between 2000 and 2002, with over half of 
the increase attributed to international migration (U.S. Department of Commerce, 
ND). 
Importance of Studying Hispanics in the Main Street Program 
The examination of Hispanics in the Main Street program is essential for 
planners to study for several reasons. First, as noted in the previous section, 
Hispanics are a growing population and thus a growing segment of the U.S. 
population. As this population segment shifts location to places like the Midwest, 
this population must be studied to better include and reach out to the Hispanic 
population. One of a planner's major functions is public contact and participation. 
The American Institute of Certified Planners Code of Ethics says, 
A planner must strive to expand the choice and 
opportunity for all persons, recognizing a special 
responsibility to plan for the needs of disadvantaged 
groups and persons, and must urge the alteration of 
policies, institutions, and decisions which oppose such 
needs 
(Professional Practice Manual, 1997: 6) 
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It is a planner's duty, according to the Code of Ethics, to plan for the "disadvantaged" 
(Professional Practice Manual, 1997:6). By including and reaching out to the 
Hispanic population, planners are able to better plan for the community. Plans can 
be catered to meet the needs of Hispanics and the community as a whole. 
Second, the study of Hispanics in community development and planning is 
very limited. Chapter 2, a review of literature, includes very few sources from 
planning related materials. This gap in the literature must be bridged by including 
Hispanics. Reaching Hispanics, just as with all minority groups, is a necessity as the 
country becomes increasingly diverse. The planning profession must begin to look 
at the role of Hispanics in community development in order to address all 
populations. 
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Third, while this study of Hispanics in the Main Street program looks at a 
specific government program, many of the findings of this study can be helpful to 
communities with Hispanic volunteers and other programs that desire to reach out to 
minority groups. While the findings of case studies do not lend themselves well to 
transferability, there are still ideas which can be considered by other communities 
(Yin, 1994: 45-51). This study will document the successful or unsuccessful 
approaches to reaching out to the Hispanic community. Each community is 
different and some approaches may work better or worse in one community over 
another. Nonetheless, these findings in general can be a resource to those looking 
for ways to reach out to Hispanics and planners can apply them as they see fit for a 
specific community. 
Methodology 
In studying Hispanics in the Main Street program, the following research 
questions provide a guide for the methods of research. 
1. What strategies are communities currently using to reach out to the Hispanic 
community? 
2. Are strategies to reach the Hispanic community working? Are more 
Hispanics getting involved? 
3. How do these strategies differ from other Main Street programs without 
Hispanic volunteers? 
4. How can these strategies be applied to Main Street programs with a new 
Hispanic community? 
These research questions are aimed at identifying successful and unsuccessful 
Main Street strategies and also identifying the differences between a community with 
Hispanic volunteers and those without Hispanic volunteers. 
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Qualitative methods of research were used to gain depth and detail on the 
research questions. These research questions do not have simple "yes" or "no" 
answers and thus qualitative methods are used to gain elaboration on the research 
questions. To answer these research questions, state and local Main Street 
program administrators were interviewed. The strengths and weaknesses of case 
studies and interviews were considered. Despite the time commitment and the 
inability to study a large number of case studies, the information gathered from case 
studies and interviews produces large amounts of data collected. These methods 
can lead to a better understanding of a citizen group or program, for example, and 
this is very beneficial. In the end, interviews and case studies proved that the 
strengths of these specific types of qualitative research outweighed the weaknesses. 
An interview guided by a questionnaire was given to Main Street 
administrators. These questions asked about the methods used by state and local 
Main Street programs. At the local level, questions about the success of 
participation strategies were asked. By comparing the non-Hispanic volunteer 
communities to the Hispanic volunteer communities, differences and similarities in 
strategies can be identified. 
This first chapter gives an overview of Hispanics in the United States and the 
importance of studying Hispanics in the Main Street program. Chapter 2 will review 
literature on small businesses, Hispanic businesses and the national and state Main 
Street programs. An explanation of the methodology used for this study, including 
qualitative research, case studies and interviews is discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 
4 examines the data collected, including the State Main Street administrator 
interviews and the 16 interviews of local Main Street programs. Lastly, Chapter 5 
contains conclusions and recommendations based on the findings of Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
For a firm foundation before exploring Hispanics in the Main Street program, it 
is important to look at what existing literature has to offer on the subject. First, it is 
important to consider the literature on small businesses and minorities. Second, a 
look at the literature concerning Hispanics in business gives a good basis for looking 
at Hispanics in the Main Street program. Third, citizen participation theory is 
examined. Fourth, a discussion of Hispanics in planning is presented. Lastly, the 
current literature on the Main Street program provides a look at the national and 
state programs. 
Small Businesses 
Small businesses are the prime businesses on Main Street across this 
country. Big businesses, such as Wal-Mart, do not tend to locate on Main Street 
because they need more space than downtowns are able to provide. According to 
the U.S. Small Business Administration (1999: 9), "Small businesses represent 99 
percent of businesses, employ more than half of the American work force, and 
create two-thirds of the net new jobs." Small businesses are certainly a driving force 
in the U.S. economy. Between 1998 and 1999, the Small Business Administration 
(1999:9) determined that "small businesses fared reasonably well" in terms of 
income, business growth, women and minority-owned business growth and 
employment. Financing and procurement from small firms were the two areas of 
weakness between 1998 and 1999 (U.S. Small Business Administration, 1999: 10-
10 
11). Small businesses borrowed more and received less from Federal funding (U.S. 
Small Business Administration, 1999: 10). Despite this, other areas showed 
increases in profit, number of businesses, number of minority owned businesses and 
employment (U.S. Small Business Administration, 1999: 9-11). 
Small Businesses and Minorities 
Beyond looking at small businesses, it is important to look at the role of 
minorities in small businesses. According to the Small Business Administration 
(2002: 11 ), 30.9% of all firms are minority-owned. Of these firms, Blacks and 
Hispanics account for 12.3% and 12.5% respectively of total minority firms (U.S. 
Small Business Administration, 2002: 11). Blacks are "least represented in the U.S. 
business sector'' and have the lowest "survival rates" (U.S. Small Business 
Association, 2002: 26). Meanwhile, Hispanic-owned businesses are experiencing 
the fastest growth. Asians account for 3. 78% of total minority-owned firms and the 
remaining 0.9% are owned by American Natives (U.S. Small Business 
Administration, 2002: 11 ). Both Asian and American Native-owned businesses are 
expected to continue to grow (U.S. Small Business Administration, 2002: 26). 
Hispanics in Business 
The U.S. Census defines a Hispanic-owned business as, 
Hispanic-owned businesses are those where the sole 
proprietor identified his or her origin as Cuban, "Mexican, 
Mexican Am., Chicano", Puerto Rican, Spaniard, 
Hispanic Latin American, or Other 
Spanish/Hispanic/Latino on the 1997 or 1992 survey 
questionnaire; or, in the case of firms with multiple 
owners, where 51 percent or more of stock interest, 
claims or rights were held by Hispanics so determined. 
Hispanic origin and race were determined in separate 
questions, and some Hispanic-owned businesses were 
also counted in race categories included in this report 
(U.S. Census Bureau, 1997). 
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Hispanic-owned businesses and businesses catering to the Hispanic population are 
becoming more popular as the Hispanic population grows. According to the U.S. 
Census, there are 1.2 million Hispanic-owned businesses in the United States (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 1997). Of these businesses, most were owned by Mexican 
Americans and twenty-eight percent are owned by Hispanic women (U.S. Census 
Bureau, 1997). The latest statistic on Hispanic-owned businesses from1997 
represents a thirty percent increase from 1992 (U.S. Census Bureau, 1997). As 
Emilio Azcarraga Jean of Televisa puts it, "In 1989 the Hispanic was the valet-
parking attendant; today the Hispanic is the owner of the valet-parking company" 
(Contreras, 2003: 38). 
The U.S. Small Business Administration (2002: 26) finds that Hispanic-owned 
small businesses were fast growing between 1992 and 1997 and are expected to 
continue to grow in the future. One caution noted by the U.S. Small Business 
Administration (2002: 26) is that "lower levels of education in parts of the Hispanic 
population may hinder future business development and growth in industries that 
require high concentrations of human capital." This means that the type of business 
is important to consider with Hispanic-owned businesses. A further study by the 
U.S. Small Business Administration found that "Hispanic-owned firms are four or five 
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times as likely as all firms to be located in Hispanic majority neighborhoods" (Birch, 
2000: 2). This could have a significant impact on attracting Hispanic businesses to 
downtowns if Hispanics are not living downtown. 
According to Joseph Contreras of Newsweek International, "the 38 million 
Hispanics living north of the Rio Grande now command a purchasing power at least 
equal to the $915 billion gross domestic product of Mexico" (Contreras, 2003: 38). 
Contreras attributes much of this growth to the 1994 North American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA) (Contreras, 2003: 38). The economic growth of Hispanic 
companies coincides with timing of NAFTA, as well as the timing of Hispanic 
population increase. 
Purchasing power has led to specific advertising and product targeting toward 
the Hispanic community. Traditionally Latino products, once limited and found only 
in specialty shops, are now showing up everywhere from Osco Drug to Albertson's 
grocery store (Terry-Azios, 2003). These products are there as a direct result of the 
latest Census counts (Terry-Azios, 2003). 
Practical examples of how increasing Hispanic population growth and 
economic clout is influencing the business community are all around. Purchasing 
power can be seen in everyday life, such as in Texas, commercials use many more 
Hispanic actors than in other states. In the capital of Texas, Austin, signage is 
usually in both English and Spanish for commercial businesses. Grocery stores 
there offer fresh and custom made tortillas. Businesses in Austin, for example, post 
signs "Se Habla Espanol" rt'Je speak Spanish) to attract Hispanic customers. This 
influence is definitely noticeable, even increased since three years ago. Hispanics 
are truly gaining presence in the business world as both consumers and owners. 
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In terms of Hispanic businesses, hispanicbusiness.com reports that they are 
locating in more rural or suburban areas rather than metropolitan areas as 
previously assumed (Sichelman, 2003). The result of these businesses popping up 
in rural and suburban settings means that housing will follow. Sichelman believes 
that housing will be a large market in rural areas amongst this group (Sichelman, 
2003). Beyond where businesses locate, the types of businesses that Hispanics 
own are changing. The author states that new Hispanic persons are "better 
educated, more financially sophisticated adults" (Sichelman, 2003). Sichelman 
predicts that banking will become a more popular business among Hispanic persons 
in the future (Sichelman, 2003). 
The Hispanic Association for Corporate Responsibility notes that the number 
of Hispanic businesses jumped from 422,373 to 1, 199,896 between 1987 and 1997 
(Hispanic Population and Businesses Surge, 2001 ). The author projects that 
Hispanic businesses grew to 1.7 million in 2001 (Hispanic Population and 
Businesses Surge, 2001 ). The majority of Hispanic businesses were "individual 
proprietorships", meaning a single owner establishment (Hispanic Population and 
Business Surge, 2001 ). This author, like Sichelman (2003), says that more Hispanic 
businesses are being located in rural areas. 
Another example of a town attempting to attract a Hispanic market is 
Pittsburgh. According to the Pittsburgh Business Times, businesses are attempting 
to accommodate new Hispanic populations by producing products specific to their 
cultures (Tascarella, 2002). For example, Wisconsin Cheese Group, Inc. is 
producing cheeses in the Pittsburgh area that serve Hispanic populations. These 
specialized services are ending up on Main Street. These "ethnic ventures" in 
business have proved to be a successful tactic in serving and integrating the 
Hispanic community (Tascarella, 2002). 
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Further showing that food markets are popular amongst the Hispanic 
business community, hispanicbusiness.com reports that Hispanics have great 
"consumer buying power'' in the area of food (Bodipo-Memba, 2003). According to 
this author, businesses are catering to this market, such as Kraft Foods' mayonesa 
con limon (mayonnaise with lemon) (Bodipo-Memba, 2003). Specifically, Hispanic 
restaurants are doing well as a sector and expanding into the Midwest (Bodipo-
Memba, 2003). One interesting point this author notes is that Hispanic foods are 
popular not just with Hispanics but with every race and ethnic group (Bodipo-
Memba, 2003). This means that for Hispanic businesses, such as restaurants and 
grocery stores, more than just the Hispanic population is attracted to their services. 
The Hispanic business world, as seen by this literature, has a powerful 
influence in today's society. The service and food industries, in particular, seem to 
be gaining prominence. The role of Hispanic business is important when looking at 
Main Street because it can provide a look at possible businesses and owners that 
are locating in downtowns. 
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Hispanic Business in Iowa- A Midwestern Example 
Most publicity on Hispanics in Iowa businesses has centered on the meat 
packing industry. While the meat packing industry tends to employ a large number 
of Hispanics, Hispanics traditionally have not been the owners of these companies. 
According to the latest U.S. Census, there were 1,343 Hispanic-owned firms in Iowa 
(U.S. Census Bureau, 1997). Of these 1,343 businesses, a majority were 
concentrated in services, retail trade and construction (U.S. Census Bureau, 1997). 
There are many reasons why Hispanics would find Iowa a good place to 
work. Jason Rossi of the University of Iowa explains that "a low unemployment rate 
in Iowa has made the state ideal for Hispanic immigrants looking for work" (Adams 
et al, 1998: 2). Besides being a good place to work, Iowa is a good place to own a 
business. Cathie Nickels of the Iowa Department of Economic Development says, 
"Small businesses are the backbone of Iowa's economy ... Their [Hispanic] diversity 
provides the workforce with numerous opportunities" (Adams et al., 1998: 2). Many 
small Hispanic businesses are family owned and run (Adams et al., 1998: 2). 
According to Rossi, "Hispanic-owned businesses have brought a sense of stability 
and familiarity to communities where Hispanics are choosing to settle" (Adams et al., 
1998: 2). Hispanic-owned businesses are gaining importance to the Iowa economy 
and to many small town Iowa communities. 
Of the over 1,300 Hispanic-owned firms identified by the Census, a mere 
twenty of the total Hispanic-owned businesses are listed with the Iowa Department 
of Latino Affairs (Iowa Division of Latino Affairs, 2001). 2001 was the last date of 
publication for the brochure titled "Latino Owned Businesses in Iowa" produced by 
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the Iowa Division of Latino Affairs. The businesses registered range from 
restaurants to engineering firms to law offices in both large and small Iowa towns 
(Iowa Division of Latino Affairs, 2001 ). JoAnn Mackey of the Iowa Department of 
Latino Affairs explains that, "Businesses are hard to keep track of because they are 
popping up all over'' (Mackey, 2003). The difficulty in keeping track of business is a 
potential reason for the lack of registration of Hispanic businesses with the Iowa 
Department of Latino Affairs. Mackey (2003) further noted that she is the only staff 
member in the department right now. This staff shortage has made keeping track of 
Latino businesses even more difficult (Mackey, 2003). 
Citizen Participation Theory 
One key theory of citizen participation was developed by Sherry Arnstein in 
1969. Arnstein (1996)speaks of citizen participation as a ladder. The eight steps of 
the ladder equate to levels of citizen participation ranging from manipulation to 
citizen control (Arnstein, 1996: 243). Arnstein's theory was derived from her work 
with the Model Cities program. Her theory of the levels of participation was a direct 
result of working with a government program. 
One application of citizen participation can be seen in the Local Government 
Commission. The Local Government Commission identifies the beneficial outcomes 
of citizen participation as accountability, ease in the political process, decreased 
opposition and community citizenship (Local Government Commission, ND). Other 
benefits include: 
• Insuring that good plans remain intact over time. 
• Reducing the likelihood of contentious battles before councils and planning 
commissions. 
• Speeding the development process and reduce the cost of good projects. 
• Increasing the quality of planning. 
• Enhancing the general sense of community and trust in government. 
(Local Government Commission, ND) 
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These are substantial benefits to a community. The Local Government 
Commission claims that these all come from citizen participation (Local Government 
Commission, ND). 
Concerning minorities and participation theory, Paul Davidoff promotes 
advocacy planning. Advocacy planning is "a vehicle for providing assistance to low-
income and minority groups" (Davidoff, 2002: 110). The idea behind Davidoff's 
theory is that minorities play only a small role in public participation, perhaps on the 
bottom of Arnstein's ladder. Manipulation niay play a role in why minorities are 
unwilling to fully participate. Because of the difficulty in getting minorities and the 
poor involved in public participation, Davidoff suggests that planners advocate on 
behalf of these groups (Davidoff, 2002: 110). 
The minority group that this study focuses on is Hispanics. The Hispanic 
Churches in America (2002) has found that Hispanics have a lower rate of public 
participation. Reasons for this have been cited from such things as distrust of 
government to language barriers. One organization that supports the theory of 
Hispanics having lower rates of public participation is the Hispanic Churches in 
American organization (Hispanic Churches in America, 2002). Hispanic churches 
have long been known as a trusted institution among Hispanic populations. The 
Hispanic Churches in America group sought to use their status as a trusted 
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organization to find out why Hispanics have lower rates of participation in political 
and civic arenas (Hispanic Churches in America, 2002). To research this topic, the 
Hispanic Churches in America group did a series of surveys, interviews and profiles 
in 2000-2002. These results indicated that Hispanics have the ability to play a large 
role in US politics. Specifically, Hispanics tend to vote Democratic and therefore, 
would play a major role if they became involved (Hispanic Churches in America, 
2002). 
Hispanic leadership in the community is also important to consider. Thomas 
Martinez did a study on the difficulty to define issues of Hispanic leadership. He 
studied Hispanic public administrators and their roles in government (Martinez, 
1991 ). An interesting portion of this study identifies that Hispanic persons are 
motivated by different forces than non-Hispanic persons (Martinez, 1991 ). 
According to Martinez, "the Hispanic community, Hispanic employee organizations, 
management, Hispanic colleagues, and the general public" are driving factors for 
their work (Martinez, 1991). This shows that Hispanic leaders are loyal to fellow 
Hispanics as citizens and workers. The consideration of this loyalty has yet to be 
seen in public administration, according to the author. 
Rochelle Kass of the Journal News reports on the new Hispanic business 
community in Putnam County, New York (Kass and Rysen, 2002). In South 
American and Latin American culture, the downtown square is important for both 
business and social gathering. Many South Americans and Latin Americans venture 
to the square in the afternoon and evening to gather with others. When persons 
come from these countries they often continue their traditions here in the United 
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States. This is happening with both business and social gathering. In terms of 
business, Hispanics desire to live the "American Dream" of owning a business (Kass 
and Rysen, 2002). Socially, according to Kass (2002), some of the non-Hispanic 
community felt uncomfortable with the Hispanic population that were "hanging out" 
around Main Street. To remedy of the cultural barriers, Putnam County set up an 
office where business owners and citizens alike could come and learn about the new 
Hispanic community (Kass and Rysen, 2002). Beyond this, Putnam County is trying 
to provide materials and instruction in English and Spanish. Working with other civic 
groups also improved County efforts to bring Hispanics and non-Hispanics together 
(Kass and Rysen, 2002). 
The ideas of Local Government Commission (ND), the Hispanic Churches in 
America (2002) and Kass (2002) can be applied to Main Street. This is the major 
reason to study Hispanics in the Main Street program. 
Planning and Hispanics 
There is much to learn about planning and the Hispanic community, as 
mentioned in Chapter 1. One of the important reasons for doing this study is to help 
the planning profession include Hispanics in the planning process. A major role of 
planners and community development professionals is to work with community 
leaders. 
Leonardo Vasquez is a Hispanic planner and member of the American 
Planning Association. According to Vasquez (2002: 50), Hispanics are 
underrepresented in leadership. He says of a staff meeting, "Hispanics were nearly 
a third (and growing) of the city's residents, but I was the only Latino in a room of 
about 20 professionals" (Vasquez, 2002: 50). Vasquez (2002: 50) also finds that 
Hispanics lack representation in planning schools. The challenge, according to the 
author, is "as professionals and as a profession [we need to] become more 
sophisticated, creative and influential" through diversity (Vasquez, 2002: 50). 
In a search of the American Planning Association publications, only one 
article appears to consider potential ways that planners can reach out to the 
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Hispanic community. "A City Transformed: A Latin Flavor in Charlotte, North 
Carolina" by Karen Martin (2002: 14-20), is a case study of how one city has 
effectively planned for Hispanics. Charlotte, North Carolina, like other areas of the 
country as seen in Figure 3, experienced a rapid increase in the percent of 
Hispanics. To better plan for this emerging and growing Hispanic population, 
planners implemented the hiring of bilingual employees for "police, fire and customer 
service departments" (Martin, 2002: 15). Furthermore, other government staff were 
encouraged to begin Spanish classes. City money was earmarked to "host cultural 
awareness classes for officers, to offer crime prevention programs in Latino and 
Asian neighborhoods, workplaces and churches and to hold workshops to help 
prosecutors with non-English speaking crime victims" (Martin, 2002: 17). Part of this 
money was specifically used to create bilingual brochures and advertise in Spanish 
on the radio and in newspapers. Much of the City's efforts were in conjunction with 
civic groups such as non-profits serving Hispanic areas, churches and the Charlotte 
newspaper (Martin, 2002: 14-20). 
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Very little is written on Hispanics in planning whether it concerns Hispanic 
planners, Hispanic leaders or planning for Hispanics. Because of the increasing 
Hispanic population, as described in Chapter 1, and the increasing presence of 
Hispanic business, as described in the section on Hispanics in business, the topic of 
planning and Hispanics deserves greater study. 
Literature on the National Main Street Program 
The National Main Street program, administered by the National Historic 
Trust, has been in existence for twenty-three years. As the name implies, this 
organization is dedicated to the preservation of Main Street and its businesses. The 
national program serves mainly as a resource center and gives advice to State and 
local Main Street programs on revitalizing their downtowns (National Main Street 
Center, ND). The National Main Street program emphasizes a four point strategy 
which includes, 
1) Design: Enhancing the physical appearance of the 
commercial district by rehabilitating historic buildings, 
encouraging supportive new construction, developing 
sensitive design management systems, and long-term 
planning. 
2) Organization: Building consensus and cooperation 
among the many groups and individuals who have a 
role in the revitalization process. 
3) Promotion: Marketing the traditional commercial 
district's assets to customers, potential investors, new 
businesses, local citizens and visitors. 
4) Economic Restructuring: Strengthening the district's 
existing economic base while finding ways to expand 
it to meet new opportunities -- and challenges from 
outlying development. 
(National Main Street Center, ND). 
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Through a thorough search of the state Main Street websites, it is evident that 
the National Main Street's four point approach has had quite an impact. Nearly 
every state Main Street program cites the four point approach and provides 
examples of how these steps have been used in local Main Street projects. This 
strategy seems to have proved successful according to many of the state websites 
(Appendix). 
In conjunction with the four point approach, the National Main Street program 
also emphasizes eight principles: 
1) Comprehensive: A single project cannot revitalize a 
downtown or commercial neighborhood. An ongoing 
series of initiatives is vital to build community support 
and create lasting progress. 
2) Incremental: Small projects make a big difference. 
They demonstrate that "things are happening" on 
Main Street and hone the skills and confidence the 
program will need to tackle more complex problems. 
3) Self-Help: Although the National Main Street Center 
can provide valuable direction and hands-on technical 
assistance, only local leadership can initiate long-term 
success by fostering and demonstrating community 
involvement and commitment to the revitalization 
effort. 
4) Public/private partnership: Every local Main Street 
program needs the support and expertise of both the 
public and private sectors. For an effective 
partnership, each must recognize the strengths and 
weaknesses of the other. 
5) Identifying and capitalizing on existing assets: One of 
the National Main Street Center's key goals is to help 
communities recognize and make the best use of their 
unique offerings. Local assets provide the solid 
foundation for a successful Main Street initiative. 
6) Quality: From storefront design to promotional 
campaigns to special events, quality must be the main 
goal. 
7) Change: Changing community attitudes and habits is 
essential to bring about a commercial district 
renaissance. A carefully planned Main Street program 
will help shift public perceptions and practices to 
support and sustain the revitalization process. 
8) Action-oriented: Frequent, visible changes in the look 
and activities of the commercial district will reinforce 
the perception of positive change. Small, but dramatic 
improvements early in the process will remind the 
community that the revitalization effort is under way. 
(National Main Street Center, ND). 
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The National Main Street Center says, "The Main Street Four Point Approach 
succeeds only when combined with the ... eight principles" (National Main Street 
Center, ND). In a survey of State Main Street sites, the eight principles were rarely 
mentioned (Appendix). Despite the failure to mention the eight principles, the 
recognition of successes on their websites implies that these eight principles are 
being used. 
The four points and eight principles do not mention minorities. Some of the 
points and principles can be applied to minorities, however. Point 2 requires that the 
Main Street program "build consensus ... among the many groups and individuals 
who have a role in the revitalization process" (National Main Street Center, ND). 
With the growing number of Hispanics, as seen in Chapter 1, and the growing role of 
Hispanics in business, as seen earlier in this Chapter, it is evident that minorities do 
have a role in the revitalization process. Point 3 is promotion (National Main Street 
Center, ND). Promotion to "all local citizens", including minorities should be done 
(National Main Street Center, ND). Principle 4 is public and private partnerships. 
These partnerships could be applied to include Hispanic chambers of commerce, for 
example. Lastly, Principle 7 includes change and specifically, "changing community 
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attitudes". This could be applied to changing community attitudes on minorities and 
minority owned businesses. These examples of application show how these points 
and principles could apply to minority populations, although the language of the 
points and principles do not specifically mention minorites. 
Literature on the State Main Street Program 
Before beginning the study of the Main Street program it is important to 
consider literature available about this program. To show the amount of variations 
among the different State programs, a look at the Iowa and Texas Main Street 
programs prove to be good examples of state Main Street programs. The Iowa 
program considers the four points of business improvement, design, organization 
and promotion (Main Street Iowa, ND). The 33 active Main Street programs in Iowa 
show a varying array of size of towns and characteristics. These towns include 
small sized towns such as Corning and Marcus, which have populations of less than 
2,000 and also large size communities such as Waterloo and Dubuque, which are 
close to 70,000 in population. In order to become a Main Street city, a city must hold 
a town meeting on the Main Street program and residents must desire to proceed 
with applying. After applying, approval is gained from a state advisory committee 
that reviews all Main Street programs. Based on the recommendations of the 
advisory committee, the state delivers monetary awards to the Main Street program, 
which amount to approximately $10,000 per community (Main Street Iowa, ND). 
The state also provides services such as design guidance to Main Street cities. 
Iowa's Department of Economic Development supervises these Main Street 
programs and offers three to four weeks of training to each city upon their State 
approval as a Main Street city (Main Street Iowa, ND). 
The Texas program is slightly different from the Iowa Main Street program. 
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While cities must apply in the same manner as Iowa, the approved city receives 
different benefits than the benefits the Iowa Main Street program provides. Below is 
a listing of the Texas Main Street benefits and services: 
• Ongoing comprehensive training for Main Street 
managers and board members 
• Training for communities in successful economic 
development approaches 
• A three-day, on-site evaluation and full report with 
recommendations 
• Design assistance 
• Consultation with downtown merchants about 
visual merchandising and window display 
• Advice on heritage tourism programs and 
marketing 
• Participation in the First Lady's Tour of Main Street 
cities 
(Texas Historical Commission, ND). 
The Texas Main Street program has more of an emphasis on tourism than the Iowa 
Main Street program. Beyond the advice given by the State of Texas Main Street 
program on tourism and marketing, the First Lady's Tour emphasizes tourism as well 
(Texas Historical Commission, ND). Training is important to both the Iowa and 
Texas Main Street programs in the areas of economic development strategies, 
design and Main Street leadership (Main Street Iowa, ND), (Texas Historical 
Commission, ND). For Texas, Amarillo and Houston are two examples of larger 
cities chosen for the Main Street program. Smaller cities such as Del Rio and 
Canyon have been recent additions to the Texas Main Street program (Texas 
Historical Commission, ND). 
The Gap in Literature 
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As mentioned earlier in the section on planning and Hispanics, there is a 
distinct gap in the literature. During the examination of literature, far more can be 
found on other minority groups in business such as women and blacks. For 
example, 739 articles can be found when searching "Hispanic business" on 
Expanded Academic, a journal search engine, while 2,087 articles are found for 
"Businesswomen" and 1170 for "African American Business" (Expanded Academic, 
ND). Despite holding a slightly greater percentage of minority businesses, articles 
on Hispanics in business lag behind the number of articles written on African 
American business. Furthermore, articles on women in business are nearly double 
that of articles on African Americans in business. Expanded Academic search 
engine is just one example in the disparity of literature. 
Another disparity in literature can be seen in the publications of the American 
Planning Association. The American Planning Association offers various divisions of 
which membership is optional (American Planning Association, 2003). Each division 
produces a newsletter of articles on the division. Because of the newsletter, articles 
have been written for the divisions of planning that focus on minorities including 
women, gays and lesbians and the black community (American Planning 
Association, 2003). Hispanics and other minority groups have yet to become a 
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division within the American Planning Association and thus little is published on the 
subject. 
As mentioned previously, small businesses are at the heart of Main Street 
and Hispanics are becoming an increasing sector of small businesses and more 
likely to locate on Main Street. The gap in literature shows the need for examination 
of planning and Hispanics. This study on Hispanics in the Main Street program 
helps fill the gap by examining the methods used by Main Street administers, i.e. 
planners, to reach out to the Hispanic community. Chapter 3 discusses the 
methodology behind the study of Hispanics in the Main Street program. 
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CHAPTER3. METHODOLOGY 
A qualitative methodology is appropriate for the study of Hispanics in the Main 
Street program because of the type of data this study is attempting to gather. A 
discussion of qualitative methods and research design is used to examine the 
advantages and disadvantages of the methods are discussed. 
Qualitative Research 
Put simply, qualitative research covers what mere quantitative numbers and 
formulas cannot. Most qualitative research can be described as being "exploratory, 
explanatory or descriptive" (Yin, 1994: 1 ). Exploratory qualitative research focuses 
on questions of what and how many or how much (Yin, 1994: 5). For example, 
exploratory research may look at a question like "What are the ways to bring people 
to Main Street?" Explanatory research, as the name suggests, explains through 
questions of how and why (Yin, 1994: 6). Explanatory research, for instance, could 
look at "How are people able to get involved in Main Street programs?" Descriptive 
qualitative research uses what, who and why questions to illustrate a situation (Yin, 
1994: 6). An example of a descriptive question could be "Who are Main Street 
administrators reaching out to and why?" These three ideas of explanatory, 
exploratory and descriptive cover the breadth of qualitative research. 
Qualitative research has both benefits and drawbacks. One benefit of 
qualitative research is that it happens in the "natural setting" meaning that the 
researcher can be highly involved (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). Observations or 
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interviews, for example, can occur in the location of the issue being researched and 
therefore give first hand experience with the issue. Qualitative research is also 
"interactive and humanistic" (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). Methods such as 
interviewing offer the ability for the researcher to work with participants. Because 
qualitative research is "interactive and humanistic" it is also flexible in nature 
(Creswell, 2003: 181-183). An interviewer may ask for clarification on a particular 
answer, for instance. Qualitative research provides a broad look at an issue 
(Creswell, 2003: 181-183). Quantitative methods are narrow in gathering only 
numeric answers to specific questions. Qualitative research is more open-ended. 
The efficiency of qualitative research is very attractive to the researcher. Data can 
be collected, analyzed and written all at the same time (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). 
One major issue that must be considered when doing qualitative research is 
bias. Qualitative research is done "through a personal lens" and is "fundamentally 
interpretive" (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). Qualitative research is highly subjective 
meaning that the researcher and those being researched interpret situations in their 
own way, which may be different from how others see the situation. It is impossible 
for the researcher and those being researched to totally disconnect from personal 
values and feelings (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). These personal values or feelings 
about a situation inevitably creep into the data collected. The best way that the 
"personal lens" can be dealt with in research is by documenting it with words such as 
"according to participant X" when possible. Once the benefits and drawbacks of 
qualitative research have been considered, the determination of the appropriate 
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method of qualitative research must be considered. Two methods used for the study 
of Hispanics in the Main Street program are case study research and interviews. 
Case Studies 
Case studies are a type of qualitative research that aims at explaining a 
situation (Yin, 1994: 6). The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines case study as "an 
intensive analysis of an individual unit (as a person or community) stressing 
developmental factors in relation to environment" (Merriam Webster, 2003). When 
various cases are studied as a whole it is considered a multiple case study (Yin, 
1994: 45-51). Each case is specifically chosen to "predict similar results" or 
"produce contrasting results but for predictable reasons" (Yin, 1994: 46). According 
to Yin (1994: 45-51), advantages of a multiple case study in comparison to a single 
case study include, a "more compelling and ... more robust" study, more convincing 
results due to replication and cost effectiveness. If the case studies "predict similar 
results" or "produce contrasting results but for predictable reasons", then the multiple 
case studies have produced "compelling" results (Yin, 1994: 46). Replication or 
lack thereof in multiple cases can prove a strong argument for or against the issue 
being studied. The number of cases needed to prove a strong argument will vary 
depending on the issue being studied. 
Case studies are also cost effective. When total samples cannot be done, 
case studies can investigate the issue with far less participants than a total sample 
study. This is effective in terms of cost in doing the case study and also it is time 
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effective for the researcher. In some cases, it would be more than a lifetime's work 
to research every single person or town as a unit of analysis, for example. 
Despite the advantages, some disadvantages of a multiple case study include 
the extensive time to conduct case studies and the lack of guidance on the number 
of case studies to research (Yin, 1994: 45-51). Because qualitative methods gather 
broad amounts of data, as mentioned in the previous section, capturing the data 
may be very time consuming. Beyond this, no guidance can be found on the 
number of cases to research for a multiple case study. Four case studies may be 
sufficient for one issue but be substantially insufficient for another. The 
disadvantages should be weighed in each consideration of case study research. In 
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the case of researching Hispanics in the Main Street program, sixteen case studies 
seem to be appropriate to study this topic. Eight of the cases do not have Hispanic 
volunteers and eight cases do have Hispanic volunteers. The cases with and 
without Hispanic volunteers can be compared and contrasted. Eight cases of each 
type of program are sufficient to collect information on a wide scope of participation 
methods in cities from the Midwest and non-Midwest and cities large and small. 
Interviews 
One way of doing a case study is through interviews. There are many types 
of interviews such as in-depth, ethnographic and phenomenological, to list a few. 
For the purposes of the study on Hispanics in the Main Street program, elite 
interviews were conducted with Main Street administrators. Elite interviews are 
done with "the influential, the prominent and the well informed people in an 
organization or community .... and are selected on the basis of their expertise in 
areas relevant to the research" (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 83). Main Street 
administrators are influential and the most informed on the Main Street program 
since they run the program. 
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Benefits and drawbacks are both found with elite interviews. Interviewing 
encompasses the benefits of obtaining large amounts of data in the "natural setting", 
flexibility in data gathering and complex data results, as described in the qualitative 
research section. Furthermore, "complex interconnections in social relationships" 
and "nuances" can be discovered through interviews (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 
100). For example, discovering a social relationship of Hispanics and government 
can be discovered through interviews where the relationship can be described, 
rather than in quantitative methods or some qualitative methods, such as highly 
structured surveys. In terms of the researcher, interviews "facilitate analysis, validity 
checks and triangulation" (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 100). When interviews 
uncover the same result, the results are more trustworthy because they are backed 
up by other interviews. The perspective of persons impacted by an issue can be 
captured by interviews. This may be seen as both a positive and a negative 
because perspective can also mean bias. 
Bias, as with qualitative research, is a problem in interviews. Data is highly 
subjective since it deals with humans who describe what is seen from their 
perspective (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 101). Beyond this, interviews are also 
flawed in that they depend on a small group of people who are often difficult to 
contact (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 101). When contact is made, the interview 
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depends on "honest reporting" from the person being interviewed (Marshall and 
Rossman, 1995: 101). The researcher must take care not to let the elite "take 
charge of it," which Marshall and Rossman (1995: 101) note can happen quickly. 
Interviews are virtually impossible to replicate because time and change can cause 
people to respond differently to interview questions. For example, if an interview 
asked in 1970 what types of television programs one watched a very different 
answer would be given today due to changes in programming such as the advent of 
reality television. These weaknesses can largely be documented in research. 
To guide the interviews and ensure consistency, the use of questionnaires 
can be used. A questionnaire is able to ensure that all necessary data is gathered 
and provides structure to the interview. One drawback of the questionnaire is that it 
assumes "the characteristic or belief can be described or measured accurately 
through self report" (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 96). Beyond this drawback, the 
open ended questionnaire does not carry the drawbacks of the traditional survey 
(Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 96). 
Ethical Considerations 
As with all research, qualitative research has ethical implications. Anonymity, 
explanation of procedures, the right to choose not to participate at any time and the 
effects on participants are all part of ethical issues in data collection (Creswell, 2003: 
64-65). Iowa State University provides online training on researching human 
subjects. Each project at Iowa State University that involves human subjects must 
go through a review board. The review board makes sure that ethical concerns 
have been addressed (Iowa State University Human Subjects Research Office, 
2003). This study was approved by the Iowa State University Human Subjects 
Review Board in October of 2003. 
Consideration of Benefits and Drawbacks for this Study 
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Upon examining the benefits and drawbacks of the previous sections on 
qualitative research, case studies and interviews, each must be weighed for the 
specific project on Hispanics in the Main Street program. The advantages of 
qualitative research are certainly applied to the research on methods of participation 
in the Main Street program. Contacting the "elite" for this study means interviewing 
the Main Street administrators. The administrators are the people in the community 
that know the most about the program since they run the program. Administrators 
will know the methods used to get people to participate since they are the ones 
using the methods. The administrators will also know about the success of the 
methods because they are the ones that attend events or receive feedback, for 
example. 
The natural setting of the interview, allows the researcher to investigate 
methods of participation that will be fresh in the minds of the Main Street 
administrators (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). The participation of the Main Street 
administrators is important and the questionnaire design is "flexible and interactive" 
to allow for generous participation and discussion (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). If at 
any time in the interview, a further question is needed for clarification, one can be 
asked about a method of participation, for example. The qualitative method allows 
for flexibility in this way. The benefit of gaining a broad view of the Main Street 
approaches will be beneficial in examining Hispanics in the Main Street program 
(Creswell, 2003: 181-183). The questionnaire asks questions that go beyond a 
simple "yes" or "no" answer and thus can gather large amounts of broad data. The 
final benefit of qualitative data is that the researcher can collect, analyze and write 
all at the same time (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). This holds true for the Main Street 
interviews. One interview can be written and analyzed before another interview is 
done. 
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Drawbacks of conducting qualitative research of the Main Street interviews 
include bias of both the interviewer and those being interviewed. The personal lens 
of the interviewer is inescapable (Creswell, 2003: 181-183). Beyond this, personal 
values and previous experiences cannot help but be brought into the researcher and 
participant's mind during analysis. As for the researcher, I am biased toward 
wanting to help Hispanics be successful in business. I have one Hispanic family 
member who is Cuban. She has worked hard to become a very successful 
administrator at a private college. My family relationship with her has certainly 
helped create my bias. My bias also stems from living in Austin, Texas for three 
months. While in Texas, I saw firsthand the struggles and discrimination of 
Hispanics. I also observed very successful Hispanic businesses and owners. 
Seeing these two very different views of Hispanics makes me want to help the 
struggling and discriminated Hispanics become successful. Biases will be noted 
whenever possible in the research on the Main Street communities for both the 
researcher and those being interviewed. 
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Case studies are also beneficial to the study of Main Street participation 
methods. In looking at Hispanics in the Main Street program, the multiple cases will 
produce a "more compelling and robust" study if the Hispanic and non-Hispanic 
cases show similar or dissimilar results (Yin, 1994: 46). In this way, the replication 
of the case study can be persuasive in the results. Another benefit of doing multiple 
cases studies for research on the Main Street program is that it would be too time 
consuming to take a total population sample of all Main Street programs. Case 
studies are a more effective and efficient method for this research. 
Benefits of having interviews are much the same as the benefits for 
qualitative research. A phone interview of the cases does require time. With only 
four straight forward questions, the interview was kept to a few minutes. This is 
considerate of both the investigator and the person being interviewed. The 
interviews of the State Main Street program usually lasted fewer than five minutes, 
while the interviews of the Local Main Street programs averaged about ten minutes. 
Honesty is also an issue with interviews (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 101). 
While there is a small group of administrators for the Main Street program, they 
should be reliable. The questionnaire does not pose any questions that would 
invoke dishonesty. The questions ask about information that is a matter of public 
record. 
One drawback of interviews in the case of the Main Street research is 
"misinterpretation due to culture differences" (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 101 ). 
Because the survey to local communities with Hispanic volunteers will ask about 
reaching out to the Hispanic community, there is definitely room for misinterpretation 
of the Hispanic culture. Despite this, however, there is also the possibility that 
correct interpretation of cultural differences can be seen with greater accuracy in 
communities where Hispanics have had greater presence in the community. 
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Another drawback of the interviews of the Main Street administrators, is that 
they will be difficult to replicate (Marshall and Rossman, 1995: 101). The 
questionnaire does provide a means of replication for the guide to the interview. 
What remains difficult to replicate, is the person interviewed and response. People 
eventually change jobs or retire and so there is no guarantee of reaching the same 
administrator in the future. Also, in some states there is more.than one administrator 
for the Main Street program and so the probability of reaching the same 
administrator may be difficult. Responses to the questionnaire will definitely change 
with the interviewing of different administrator. Even with the same administrator, 
responses are likely to change over time. 
The final concern of interviews is that they are dependent upon the 
researcher's resourcefulness, system and ability to control honesty. In the case of 
the interview, following the questionnaire for all interviews of state and local 
administrators both with and without Hispanic volunteers produces consistent 
results. No leading questions were a part of the questionnaire design. 
The use of qualitative research, case studies and interviews was chosen 
based on the type of information desired to be collected, the benefits that they 
provide and the ability to minimize the drawbacks in the Main Street interviews. 
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The Study of Hispanics in the Main Street Program 
Interviews are the chosen method to gather information on methods of 
participation in state Main Street programs and local programs due to the response 
rate of interviews over surveys. The state administrators were interviewed because 
of their knowledge of the state program, what the program offers, program personnel 
and local communities. Currently, 36 states have a state run Main Street program. 
All 36 state Main Street programs were contacted a minimum of three times. 21 
were able to be contacted and the administrators responded to a four question 
interview. State administrators were asked to answer the following questions: 
1. Do you provide materials at the State or Local level in Spanish? 
2. Do you have staff at the State or Local level that speak Spanish? 
3. Do you offer any special programs or assistance to Hispanics interested or 
involved in the Main Street program? 
4. Do you have any local programs with Hispanic volunteers? If so, please list 
town names. 
Judgment of the investigator was used to determine the number of cases 
relevant (Yin, 1994: 50). By interviewing eight cases without Hispanic volunteers 
and eight cases with Hispanic volunteers, the "external conditions" of location, size 
and Hispanic population can been examined effectively (Yin, 1994: 50). Eight cases 
also seem to effectively cover a range of participation methods and practices of both 
Hispanic and non-Hispanic volunteer communities, which aids in comparison. 
To gather information at the local level, the state administrators were asked to 
recommend a local program with Hispanic volunteers if the administrator listed any 
communities in question 4. Four midwestem towns and four non-midwestern towns 
with Hispanic volunteers were interviewed. To gather information from towns 
without Hispanic volunteers, towns were randomly chosen from listings provided on 
their websites (Appendix). Four midwestern states and four non-midwestern states 
were chosen to sample from in order to equally compare with the towns with 
Hispanic volunteers. 
local Main Street administrators were asked to answer the following 
questions: 
local Main Street Survey for Administrators and Participants without Hispanic 
volunteers 
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1. What methods do you use to get people involved in the Main Street program? 
2. Are your town's methods for involvement successful? Please give examples. 
local Main Street Survey for Administrators and Participants with Hispanic 
volunteers 
1. What methods do you use to get people involved in the Main Street program? 
2. Do you use any specific or different methods to reach Hispanics in your Main 
Street program? 
3. Are your town's methods for involvement successful? Please give examples. 
By following the methods outlined in this chapter, solid research can be done. 
Furthermore, the results gathered from doing research as this chapter describes will 
ensure comparability. Chapter 4 documents the state and local interviews and offers 
discussion on the results. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Using the methods described in Chapter 3, data were collected from state 
and local administrators of the Main Street program. In accordance with Iowa State 
University's rules on collecting data from human subjects, no names of 
administrators are associated with the state or local Main Street programs. All data 
in this chapter will refer the state or city name of the Main Street program. 
Data from State Main Street Programs 
In order to better understand Hispanics in the Main Street program, each 
state administrator was asked the following series of four questions about his or her 
state's Main Street program: 
1 . Do you provide materials at the state or local level in Spanish? 
2. Do you have staff at the state or local level who speak Spanish? 
3. Do you offer any special programs or assistance to Hispanics interested or 
involved in the Main Street program? 
4. Do you have any local programs with Hispanic volunteers? If so, please list 
town names. 
These questions were asked to see whether or not states had literature and 
personnel to help overcome any language barriers that may have existed between 
Hispanics and the Main Street program. Question 3 sought to record any special 
programs or assistance that states may have used to reach Hispanics. The last 
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question was asked to find how many communities have Hispanics involved in their 
Main Street programs and also to provide a resource for future studies of local Main 
Street programs. 
Thirty-six states have Main Street programs at the state level. Of the 36 state 
programs, 21 were able to be contacted (See Appendix for a list of websites). The 
chart below records each state's answers to the four research questions. 
Figure 4- State Main Street Program Interview Results 
Do you offer 
any special 
Do you programs or 
Do you have staff at assistance to Do your local 
provide the State or Hispanics programs 
materials local level interested in have any 
in that speak the Main Street Hispanic 
State Spanish? Spanish? program? volunteers? 
One town with a 
population that is 12-
13% Hispanic is 
looking into becoming 
a Main Street 
Alabama Not yet Yes Not yet community 
Use materials 
provided by the 
National Main None at the State 
Street Program level; possibly at 
Arkansas when needed the local level No Ozark 
Oakland, South-
Central Los Angelos 
(Kanoga Park), 
California Yes Yes No Dunbar 
Montrose, Berthet, 
Colorado No Yes No Cortez, Canyon City 
Florida If reouested Yes No Yes 
Yes, some have been 
Illinois No Yes No to training sessions 
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Figure 4- State Main Street Program Interview Results Continued 
None at the The State offers programs 
State level; to educate Main Street 
possibly at the managers on the growing 
Indiana No local level Hispanic community Logan's Port 
Marshalltown, 
Iowa No Yes No Osceola 
None at the 
State level; 
possibly at the 
Kansas No local level No Hutchinson 
Yes, some have 
Yes, if there were a been to training 
Louisiana Yes Yes request sessions 
Soco and 
Maine No Yes No Waterville 
Possibly adding 
Forest to their Main 
Mississippi No Yes No Street program 
Gosenberg, 
Lexington, Wayne, 
Nebraska No No No Plattsmouth 
Possible 4-5 
businesses in 
New various local 
Hampshire No Yes No communities 
Yes, but the Nearly all 
budget is low communities have 
and may not be Yes, over half both volunteers 
able to continue of the and a Hispanic 
New Mexico this service department No manager 
Ohio No No No Toledo, Lorraine 
Yes, The State requires Capitol Hill Main 
Yes, newsletters that the staff persons in a Street, many other 
are provided in high Hispanic populations communities 
Oklahoma Spanish Yes be bilingual. growing 
Del Rio, Rio Grand 
City, Floresville, 
Gonzalez, 
Texas Yes Yes No Harlingen, Pharr 
Vermont No No No No 
Yes, they have tried to 
increase Hispanic 
participation in local Main 
Streets of communities Yakima (currently 
with high Hispanic becoming a Main 
populations but have been Street community), 
Washington No No unsuccessful. Pasco (uncertified) 
Wisconsin No No No No 
Results of the State Main Street Program Interviews 
California, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas are five states with 
Main Street programs that are currently providing literature in Spanish. Arkansas 
and Florida provide literature in Spanish upon request. It is interesting to note that 
states that provide materials in Spanish are Southern states where populations 
generally have a larger percentage of Hispanics, as shown in Chapter 1. 
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Nebraska, Ohio, Vermont, Washington and Wisconsin are the only states 
without persons who speak Spanish at the state or local Main Street level. All of 
these states have populations which are less than 5% Hispanic, except Washington, 
which has between 5 and 12.4% (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 4). Arkansas, Illinois 
and Kansas did not, at the state level, have any personnel who spoke Spanish and 
were unsure about the number of staff at the local level who could speak Spanish. 
Three states offer special programs or assistance to Hispanics interested in 
the Main Street program. Indiana offers cultural awareness training for Main Street 
managers. The Indiana Main Street administrator said, "This is the first year we 
focused on Hispanics, and we had a good turnout from our Main Street managers." 
The administrator was aware of the changing population of the state, as shown in 
Figure 3 in Chapter 1. The administrator thought that cultural training for Main Street 
managers on Hispanics was a good idea in light of the Indiana population's shifting 
demographics. 
The state of Oklahoma requires that staff working in places with high 
percentages of Hispanic populations be bilingual. The Oklahoma administrator said 
that, "this is a requirement for any department." For instance, the Capitol Hill Main 
Street, located in a Hispanic neighborhood in Oklahoma City, must hire a bilingual 
manager. The state requires having bilingual personnel because, according to the 
State manager, "it ensures good communication." 
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The state of Washington, as mentioned in Chapter 1, has a Hispanic 
population between 5-12.4%. Figure 3 in Chapter 1 shows that much of Washington 
had experienced gains in Hispanic populations of 100-200% between 1990 and 
2000 (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 4). The Washington Main Street administrator said 
that they had tried to get communities with high percentages of Hispanics to start 
Main Street programs, but that they have been "unsuccessful". This administrator is 
continuing to encourage participation from Hispanic communities despite the 
previous lack of success. 
Vermont and Wisconsin are the only states not to have any local Main Street 
communities with Hispanic volunteers. Alabama, Mississippi and Washington have 
plans to add a community that has a high Hispanic population, and they all anticipate 
Hispanic volunteer participation in the next Main Street application and approval 
cycle. Pasco, Washington, has an uncertified Main Street Program that works with 
the state and other certified Main Street communities much like a certified program. 
The results of the state Main Street program interviews show that 67% of the 
states interviewed do not currently provide materials in Spanish. As previously 
mentioned, the states that do provide materials in Spanish are located in the south. 
Several state administrators who answered, "no", simply stated that they "have not 
had any need to provide materials in Spanish yet". This seems contradictory to the 
fact that all but two states could name Main Street communities with Hispanic 
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volunteers. Though some Hispanics are bilingual, it would be advantageous to offer 
materials in Spanish for the sake of those who do not speak English well or at all. 
Despite the low number of states providing materials in Spanish, almost 62% of the 
states interviewed had at least one person at the state or local level who could 
speak Spanish. Nearly 81% of the interviewed states did not offer any special 
programs or assistance to Hispanic persons interested in the Main Street program. 
Several states responded that other state programs could offer special assistance, 
such as offering to help start new businesses of Hispanics and other ethnic 
minorities. 
This information from the states provides a backdrop for looking at the local 
programs. By understanding the ways the state is and is not reaching out to 
Hispanics, it can show what local programs are doing on their own. 
Local Main Street Interviews 
Eight local Main Street programs without Hispanic volunteers and eight local 
programs with Hispanic volunteers were chosen to participate in this study, as 
explained in Chapter 3. The eight local programs without Hispanic volunteers were 
chosen randomly from a listing of local programs provided by the state with four 
cases being from the Midwest and four cases being from outside the Midwest (See 
Appendix). The eight local programs with Hispanic volunteers were chosen by 
recommendation of the state administrators with four cases from the Midwest and 
four from outside the Midwest. Cases were chosen specifically from the Midwest in 
order to compare and contrast this area of growing Hispanic population, as seen in 
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Chapter 1, to other areas of the country. In all cases, the Main Street administrators 
were interviewed to gather information on the methods of participation and the 
success of those methods. Figure 5 shows the geographical distribution of the 16 
cities. 
Figure 5- Map of 16 Participating Cities 
Oakland 
Harlmgen 
Data were collected from the U.S. Census (ND 6) and local Main Street 
websites on year the city became a Main Street program, population, Hispanic 
population and the percent of the population that speaks Spanish. Figure 6 below 
shows the results. 
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Figure 6-Table of Main Street Cities 
!Year City Percent of Percent of 
Became a !Population Population 
Main Total that is that Speaks 
City Street Population Hispanic Spanish 
1 Bath, Maine 2001 9,266 1.76% 0.86% 
Gadsden, Alabama NIA 38,978 2.67% 3.02% 
Harrodsburg, 
Kentucky 1988 8,014 2.15% 12.57% 
Kennewick, 
'Ml ashington 2003 54,693 15.5% 11.47% 
5 Leavenworth, Kansas 1982 G5,42O 6.1% ~.04% 
6 North Judson, 
lndiana NIA 1,675 ().4% 5.5% 
7 Ogallala, Nebraska 1995 ~,930 ~.8% 12.47% 
8 'Ml aterloo, Iowa 1996 ~8,747 ~.6% 12.89% 
tortez, Colorado 12002 '('/,977 13.30% '('/% 
10 Harlingen, Texas 1983 57,564 '('/2.80% 58.40% 
11 Oakland, California 1981 ~99,484 ~1.90% 19.30% 
12 Ozark, Arkansas 1989 3,525 2.60% 0.40% 
13 Hutchinson, Kansas 1986 40,787 7.70% 0.40% 
14 Lexington, Nebraska 2001 10,011 51.20% 40.80% 
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Figure 6- Table of Main Street Cities Continued 
15 Capitol Hill 
~Oklahoma City), 
Oklahoma N/A 506,132 10.10% 7.90% 
16 Osceola, Iowa 1997 4,659 6.20% 6.20% 
Sources: (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6), (Harlingen Main Street, ND), (Harrodsburg 
Main Street, ND), (Kennewick Main Street, ND), (Leavenworth Main Street, ND), 
(Lexington Main Street, ND), (Main Street Bath, ND), (Main Street Hutchinson, ND), 
(Main Street Iowa, ND), (Main Street Ogallala, ND), (Main Street Ozark, ND), 
(Oakland Main Street, ND). 
The first eight cities listed in Figure 6 are communities without Hispanic 
volunteers. The remaining eight cities listed in Figure 6 are communities with 
Hispanic volunteers. 
Data from Local Main Street Programs without Hispanic Volunteers 
As described in Chapter 3, eight local programs without Hispanic volunteers 
were chosen randomly from the website listings (see Appendix) and contacted to 
answer the following two questions: 
1. What methods do you use to get people involved in the Main Street program? 
2. Are your town's methods for involvement successful? Please give examples. 
Data from the local Main Street programs without Hispanic volunteers can be 
contrasted against towns with Hispanic volunteers. 
Bath, Maine 
Bath, Maine is a town of 9,266 located on the southern coast of Maine (U.S. 
Census Bureau, ND 6). The coastal aspects of this town and its location in the 
Northeast make this town a good case study. According to their Main Street 
website, Bath has been a Main Street town since 2001 (Main Street Bath, ND). 
Being a coastal town, their efforts primarily focus on tourism and historic 
preservation. To understand the focus of the Bath Main Street Program it is 
important to look at their mission statement: 
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• to promote and preserve the community feeling, the maritime culture and the 
historic charm of Bath 
• to work with every segment of the community to keep the downtown healthy, 
vibrant & historically preserved. 
• to preserve Bath as a thriving community that lives its sense of history, is 
culturally active and encourages community spirit and the involvement of its 
citizens. 
(Main Street Bath, ND). 
According to the administrator in Bath, the main method of participation is 
"everyday contact with business owners". The administrator said that this helps to 
develop a relationship with the program, thus encouraging participation. New 
businesses are personally asked by the administrator if they would like to join the 
Main Street program. "Speeches are a big part of my job," says the Bath 
administrator; "Informing them about opportunities is how you get volunteers." The 
Bath administrator gives speeches at various civic clubs that encourage 
volunteering. Along with speeches, the newsletter is an important way that Bath 
disseminates information about volunteering opportunities. Special events, such as 
The Five Weeks of Christmas, Candidate Night and Pink Line Awareness, help 
pique the community's interest in volunteering. The Five Weeks of Christmas is an 
initiative by the Bath Main Street to get citizens to shop downtown. The 
administrator said, "hopefully as they walk through the stores at Christmas time, they 
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remember to come back and shop downtown." Candidate night was set up by the 
Bath Main Street to invite citizens out to meet local political candidates. The 
administrator said this event was very "successful." The administrator was currently 
working on Pink Line Awareness, which is dedicated to raising awareness about 
breast cancer. Avon partnered with the community to support Pink Line Awareness 
events. This administrator admitted that many of the volunteers also come from her 
"personal life:" friends and family are a good source of volunteers. 
According to the administrator, these methods were successful because of 
the "high membership" of downtown businesses. She also thought the events were 
successful because the greater community got involved, bringing awareness to the 
downtown. Lastly, the administrator found the methods of participation successful 
because downtown has "visibly changed due to volunteer efforts in making 
downtown aesthetically pleasing". 
Gadsden, Alabama 
Gadsden, a city of 38,978, is located in Northeastern Alabama (U.S. Census 
Bureau, ND 6). Gadsden is very proud of its historic buildings; its Main Street 
program is centered on historic preservation (Downtown Gadsden, 2002). Three 
staff members work for the Gadsden Main Street program. 
To get people involved in the Main Street program, Gadsden sends out 
quarterly newsletters to its members to inform them of upcoming events. New 
businesses are contacted by the Gadsden administrator and asked if they would like 
to be a part of the Main Street program. One thing this administrator highlights to 
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businesses are contacted by the Gadsden administrator and asked if they would like 
to be a part of the Main Street program. One thing this administrator highlights to 
businesses is how to get tax benefits. The administrator says, "This encourages 
businesses downtown." Downtown birthdays are celebrated by the community on 
the date that a business opened in downtown. Another celebration is the Gadsden 
festival. The Gadsden administrator eagerly tells of the downtown festival, "It is free! 
We get sponsors to donate money and the festival draws people into the downtown 
stores." Another festival that Gadsden celebrates is the Christmas open house. 
They have a Santa Claus come to offer rides for the children. The administrator 
says, "this gets families downtown." The weekly farmers market is an additional way 
Gadsden gets people involved in the Main Street program. Every Friday an area is 
set aside downtown for people to come and get fresh produce and crafts. 
Concerning success of participation, Gadsden, like Ogallala, tries to "have 
something for all different age groups from senior citizens to small children," says 
the Gadsden Main Street Administrator. The various events have succeeded in 
bringing people of all ages downtown. The main street administrator excitedly 
reports that "celebrating downtown business birthdays has been really fun." Also, 
the administrator says that through the Main Street program, "Business owners have 
a tie to downtown." 
Kennewick, Washington 
A town of 54,693 residents, Kennewick lies at the intersection of Interstate 82 
and Interstate 182, on Lake Wallula on the Southern border of Washington (U.S. 
Census Bureau, ND 6). According to the Kennewick website, downtown fa~de 
improvements along Columbia Drive have been the focus of the Main Street 
program (Kennewick Main Street, ND). 
The methods of involvement include working with both the city and the port. 
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Along with the two local governmental agencies, the Kennewick Main Street also 
works with the nearby town of Pasco. By gaining governmental support, the Main 
Street program hopes to establish good connections within the city. The 
administrator said that the Main Street program, ''follows the public lead", meaning 
that the Main Street program listens to what the community wants in their downtown. 
According to the administrator, "Main Street meetings are held once a month." 
Business retention is a huge part of the Kennewick Main Street effort: the 
administrator says, "We're trying to prevent loss to big strip malls and big box 
retailers by holding membership drives." The Main Street administrator notes, 'We 
have over 150 members right now". Events also draw people downtown. Trick or 
Treat Night brings children and their parents downtown. A showcase of loft 
apartments and artwork also draws people, particularly those "looking for culture". 
The success of this Main Street program was identified by the number of its 
members. Success was also measured by the citizens who came to Main Street 
through the various events, like Trick or Treat Night. The loft and art showcase 




Harrodsburg, a town of 8,014 residents, became a Main Street community in 
1988 (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). Since its inclusion, the town has aimed to 
restore its 19th century style downtown. The Main Street program has installed 
period lighting, conducted building renovations and created a new park (Harrodsburg 
Main Street, ND). 
Civic groups are the main source of volunteers for the Main Street program, 
according to the Main Street administrator. Also, the Harrodsburg schools require 
students to volunteer in the community; some students have elected to volunteer in 
the Main Street program. The Main Street administrator volunteers in the 
community on her own to set an example for others "to return the favor." 
Participation from the whole community centers around the four events that Main 
Street holds each year: The Classic Wheels Cruise In, the Summer Concert series, 
the Harley Meet, and Night of the Great Pumpkin. The administrator was predicting 
that many families in the community would be coming to the Night of the Great 
Pumpkin because it offers a "safe place for kids to trick or treat." Besides 
volunteering and events, the Main Street manager places advertisements in the local 
newspaper each week that notify the public of events and encourage local 
businesses to participate. Each new business is contacted by the local Main Street 
administrator and asked to join. 
The success of these methods is unclear. The Main Street manager for 
Harrodsburg has only been employed for one year as the manager. She refers to 
getting people involved as "a struggle." The main struggles have been in trying to 
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compete with local high school events that occur at night, such a football games, 
and in getting Main Street businesses to stay open at night. Since most people 
work, the administrator wants to hold events and meetings at night; but this has 
been unsuccessful since community members choose to go to other events, and 
Main Street business persons go home after they work. Getting people to volunteer 
is also a difficulty. The Main Street manager reports that "people don't always return 
the favor" in reference to her own volunteering. In the future, the Main Street 
administrator also hopes to begin holding workshops for downtown businesses. 
Despite the struggles, Harrodsburg has been designated as one of Kentucky's Gold 
Star status Main Street programs, which is awarded based on how well their 
program has been maintained. 
Waterloo, Iowa 
With 68,747 inhabitants, Waterloo is located on Interstate 380 in eastern Iowa 
(U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). The Waterloo Main Street program began in 1996. 
Waterloo is a large cultural town centered on the Cedar River. The Main Street 
program focuses heavily on downtown events (Main Street Iowa, ND). 
The Main Street administrator in Waterloo identified four methods for getting 
people involved in the Main Street program. She acknowledged that "the best way 
people get involved is one volunteer bringing another volunteer." Regarding 
upcoming events of membership information, 750 newsletters are sent by the Main 
Street manager to each area business, whether or not it participates in the program. 
The Main Street manager gives them to local groups to inform them about the Main 
Street program and offer them involvement opportunities. Also, letters are sent to 
the local community groups, such as the Junior League, to persuade them to 
participate in the Main Street program. 
The success of this program is identified by its "over 300 active members" 
that the program serves. Also, forty events are put on by the Main Street program 
throughout the year. In the summer, there are nine "Friday-loos" where "we have a 
band and sell lots of beer," according to the Main Street administrator. 'We attract 
four to five thousand people downtown each week to this event." Similar to the 
"Friday-loos", the Main Street program holds three pub crawls where "we get a bus 
and drive around to all the bars downtown." In addition to these events, many 
citizens have been brought downtown through the farmers market and Christmas 
parade. 
North Judson, Indiana 
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This northwestern Indiana town of 1,675 has focused on basic downtown 
improvements through its Main Street program (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). Many 
of the Main Street program activities center on bringing storm sewer, streets and 
sidewalks to the community through the use of Community Focus Grants. 
Participation in the Main Street program is achieved through working with the 
city government. According to the Main Street administrator, the city government 
helps with the Community Focus Grants. Activities sponsored by the Main Street 
program focus on "community spirit" events. The manager excitedly told of the 
Christmas parade held in North Judson last year. The Main Street program hired a 
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Santa and real reindeer to take kids on a sleigh ride. According to the manager, 
"folks are still talking about it." As for volunteers, the administrator's philosophy is to 
"involve as many people as possible! No matter what they do it is better than doing 
nothing." 
Despite the enthusiasm of the Main Street administrator, getting participation 
in the program has been somewhat unsuccessful. Over the last 25 years, the 
number of retail establishments has decreased, including the loss of the shoe and 
clothing stores. This administrator was discouraged by the loss of Main Street 
businesses. Another difficulty for this town, according to the administrator, is that 
"nothing stands out," although the Main Street program is striving to "make the 
community more interesting". Budget issues also plague the North Judson program: 
"we may not be able to do the Christmas parade next year." 
One important success of the program is the farmer's market. At first, the 
market started at 8am, but people were lining up an hour before just to get in. The 
Main Street program moved up the start time to 7:30am and again, more people 
came early. They finally made the decision to open at 7am to accommodate the 
number of people wanting to buy fresh produce at the farmer's market. The success 
of this event has drawn people in from other cities and in the summer, vacationers 
with summer homes in a nearby city come to the farmers' market. 
Leavenworth, Kansas 
Leavenworth, a town of 35,420, is located in northeastern Kansas. 
Leavenworth has a nearby military base, Fort Leavenworth, which is located just 
north of the town. Leavenworth's Main Street program, in existence since 1982, 
centers on historic preservation (Leavenworth Main Street, ND). 
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Methods of participation in Leavenworth, Kansas focused on membership 
recruitment. The Main Street administrator noted that "working with non-profits" is 
one way to get them involved in the Main Street program activities. High school 
students also volunteer in the Main Street program. This connection to the schools 
has provided "a unique opportunity to get a lot of volunteers," says the Main Street 
administrator. A nearby military base also provides a base for volunteers. He also 
tries to recruit volunteers at the events the Main Street program holds. The 
community is informed of the events through the local newspaper. The administrator 
excitedly explains, "Working with the newspaper has been great. They let us put in 
an article each week on the Main Street program." Events such as Discovery Days 
and the Holiday Parade bring people from the community downtown. 
The success of the program mainly comes from the volunteer base that the 
program has built up. The volunteer base is "fairly stable," according to the 
manager, since the school and military require community volunteer hours. 
Discovery Days encourages people to come downtown and patronize the 
businesses. The Holiday Parade has been successful in bringing families to the 
downtown. 
Ogallala, Nebraska 
Ogallala is located on Interstate 80 in western Nebraska. This town of 4,930 
is a typical Midwestern community where almost 20% of the population is over the 
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age of 65 (U.S. Census Bureau, ND). A participant of the Main Street program since 
1995, Ogallala has focused on downtown preservation efforts by restoring several 
buildings to their original condition (Main Street Ogallala, 2003). 
Ogallala focuses on gaining volunteers through leadership training seminars 
conducted by the Ogallala Main Street program. Two kinds of leadership training 
seminars are given; one for business leaders and one for high school students. The 
administrator draws volunteers from these leadership seminars as they are needed. 
Advertising and activities are also what this administrator hopes will "increase the 
visibility of Main Street." By informing the community about the Main Street 
program, the administrator hopes people will become interested in joining or 
participating in the Main Street program. Contacting each business in person is one 
of this administrator's tasks. Personal contact "shows a deep interest in wanting 
them to participate." 
The administrator believes that the numbers display the success. Over 
twenty participants have been a part of the leadership training for business leaders 
and high school students each session. Due to this success, the administrator is 
going to continue to provide the leadership seminars. Another success noted by the 
administrator is that ''we've involved people from all ages". The pride of involving 
young and old in leadership is evident. The administrator said, "we hope the high 
schoolers will develop skills so that they can come back to the community and use 
them after college." Finally, the administrator sees the program as successful 
because participants are "telling others to get involved too." The administrator 
hopes that the excitement of current participants will encourage others to be 
involved. 
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Summary of Data from all Local Main Street Programs without Hispanic 
Volunteers 
To begin looking at the data from all of the Main Street programs without 
Hispanic volunteers, it is helpful to look at a listing of all methods used by each of 
the communities. Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of cases where the 
method was use. 
Methods Used by Main Street Programs without Hispanic Volunteers: 
• Christmas parade/festival/open house (5) 
• Newsletter (4) 
• Everyday contact with business owners (3) 
• Farmers' market (3) 
• Work with civic groups (3) 
• Advertisements in the local newspaper (3) 
• Asking new business owners to be involved (2) 
• Making speeches at public events (2) 
• Work with the city and/or port (2) 
• Trick or Treat night (2) 
• High school volunteers (2) 
• Summer concert series (2) 
• Involving people from the administrator's personal life 
• Candidate night 
• Pink line awareness (breast cancer awareness) 
• Leadership training for business leaders 
• Leadership training for high school students 
• Downtown birthdays 
• Downtown festival 
• Main Street meetings once/ month 
• Membership drive 
• Loft apartment showcase 
• Art showcase 
• Set example of volunteering 
• Military volunteers 
• Classic car showcase 
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• Harley meet 
• Volunteers bringing other volunteers 
• Events at bars 
• Discovery Days 
• Sidewalk sales 
• Window storefront painting 
From this listing, the most popular method of getting people involved is a 
Christmas event. Five cases held some sort of Christmas parade, festival or open 
house in their downtown area. Having a newsletter ranked second in popularity and 
success among the Main Street programs without Hispanic volunteers. With 
Leavenworth, Waterloo, Gadsden and Bath all having newsletters, this is a 
compelling case for the success of newsletters in the Main Street program. 
Everyday contact with business owners, advertisements in the local newspaper, 
holding a farmer's market and working with civic groups all had three cases where 
these methods were used. Contacting business owners, asking new businesses to 
join, making speeches, working with the city or port, Trick or Treat Night, getting high 
school volunteers and advertisements in the local newspaper each had two cases 
use those methods. All of these methods were successful, according to the 
administrator. 
There were no significant differences between Main Street methods used in 
the Midwest and Main Street methods used in areas outside of the Midwest. In the 
cases where methods are used by more than one community, a mix of both 
Midwestern and non-Midwestern towns could be found. For example, of the five 
communities having a Christmas event, three are Midwestern towns and two are not. 
Also, of the four towns with newsletters, two are Midwestern towns and two are not. 
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No significant differences were discovered between towns with less than 
10,000 persons and towns with more than 10,000 persons. There is a mix of both 
small and large towns with Main Street programs where more than one method is 
used. Only the small towns of Harrodsburg, Bath and Ogallala used everyday 
contact with business owners as a method to gain participation in the program. The 
methods without multiple cases are mostly special events. Of the listed events with 
only one case, there is a mix of small and large towns. 
Data from Local Main Street Programs with Hispanic Volunteers 
As described in Chapter 3, eight local programs with Hispanic volunteers 
were contacted by recommendation of the state administrators (see Figure 4) and 
asked to answer the following questions: 
1. What methods do you use to get people involved in the Main Street program? 
2. Do you use any specific or different methods to reach Hispanics in your Main 
Street program? 
3. Are your town's methods for involvement successful? Please give examples. 
Cortez, Colorado 
Cortez, Colorado is located in the extreme southwestern corner of the state. 
With a total population of 7,977 persons, 13.3% are Hispanic (U.S. Census Bureau, 
ND 6). Spanish is the primary language for 7% of the total population (U.S. Census 
Bureau, ND 6). The Cortez Main Street program centers on tourism with the nearby 
Canyons of the Ancients National Monument. 
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The Cortez Main Street gets people involved by "going door to door and 
getting face-to-face contact," says the Cortez Main Street administrator. This has 
encouraged participation from the business community. A newsletter that Cortez 
puts out also informs the business community of events going on in the Main Street 
program. 
By reaching out to the Hispanic community, the Cortez Main Street program 
has gained membership from Hispanic business owners. Also, the Main Street 
program has celebrated Cinco de Mayo as one of its many events. The Main Street 
administrator noted that, "We have a mostly English speaking Hispanic population." 
Because of this, she says, "We don't do things differently to reach our Hispanic 
population." The Main Street administrator says, "We have particularly active 
Hispanic business owners." This has been a source of pride for the Cortez Main 
Street program. The Cinco de Mayo festival has been well attended over the years 
and has even drawn people to downtown. 
Ozark, Arkansas 
Ozark, a town of 3,525, is located in Northwestern Arkansas (U.S. Census 
Bureau, ND 6). Just 2.6% of the population is Hispanic and only .6% of Ozark's 
residents speak Spanish as their primary language. A Main Street town since 1989, 
the program's mission is, "to encourage the development, redevelopment, promotion 
and improvement of the downtown area in Ozark, Arkansas through education and 
historic preservation" (Main Street Ozark, ND). 
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The main way that Ozark gets people involved in their Main Street program is 
through local civic groups such as Rotary, Boy Scouts and Cub Scouts. These 
groups volunteer their time towards the Main Street program. Ozark also gets local 
businesses involved by asking them for membership. Local businesses have been 
"receptive to the program," and many have become members. Events such as the 
Square Gathering, the Rods n' Ribs Festival and the Haunted Hay Ride bring people 
from the community and surrounding region to downtown Ozark. 
Hispanics usually become involved in the Main Street program through a local 
employer. A Con Agra plant located in Ozark has Hispanics on its volunteer 
committee. The Con Agra volunteer committee has worked to decorate downtown 
store windows. The administrator tells, "The Con Agra volunteer committee created 
a wonderful product display in one of the empty downtown storefronts" in addition to 
helping put up the Christmas decorations on Main Street and they also installed a 
sprinkler system on the lawn in the square. 
The Ozark community has been successful in getting people to come 
downtown for the square gathering for thirty-one years. The administrator described 
the success:; "The Rods n' Ribs festival is new and is drawing people from all over 
the region." The Ozark Main Street program has been successful in getting people 
of all ages involved. The youth in the community put on the Haunted Hay Ride in 
October. Renovations have also involved putting in forty-five new period style street 
lights and turning an old railroad station into a museum. According to the 
administrator, "These successes are due to the volunteerism from the community." 
Harlingen, Texas 
Since 1983, Harlingen, Texas has been a part of the Texas Main Street 
program (Harlingen Main Street, ND). Harlingen has a population of 57,564 (U.S. 
Census Bureau, ND6). The Harlingen Main Street cooperates with the local 
Chamber of Commerce to put on events. The border town of Harlingen has a 
population of 57,564 of whom 72.8% are Hispanic and 58.4% of the population 
speaks Spanish (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). 
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Since Caucasians are the minority in this town, reaching the Hispanic 
population is the norm. The Main Street program celebrates Hispanic Heritage 
Month in October. Much of the work of the Main Street program during the month 
involves, as the local administrator says, "explaining why we celebrate the month." 
For example, the local administrator has put together a timeline of "important 
Hispanic events throughout history." Cinco de Mayo and Diez y Seis de Deciembre 
are two other holidays celebrated by the Main Street program. Diez y Seis de 
Deciembre is the Mexican Independence Day, and since most of this border town's 
population is Mexican, it was important to celebrate it as part of the program. The 
Main Street program offers materials and videos in Spanish for those who need 
them. However, the administrator noted, "Even though we have an 80% Hispanic 
population and are located on the border, most of our population speaks both 
English and Spanish." 
The town has been successful gaining participation in the program. Most of 
the success has been facilitated through newsletters and the Hispanic Heritage 
Month. The administrator noted that the town was successful in "educating the 
public on why Hispanics are to be celebrated." 
Oakland, California 
Located in California's Bay Area, Oakland has a population of 399,484 (U.S. 
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Census Bureau, ND 6). 19.3% of the population is Hispanic and 21.9% speak 
Spanish (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). Oakland's Main Street program, which began 
in 1981, is heavily involved in community development efforts with substantial work 
with non-profit agencies (Oakland Main Street, ND). 
The Oakland Main Street program is very large. Because of its size, the 
Oakland program is fortunate to have its own outreach coordinator. The outreach 
coordinator is responsible for community involvement and participation. The 
program uses newsletters and flyers to inform citizens about participation. 
To reach the Hispanic community the administrator said that "the outreach 
coordinator must speak Spanish and look Latino." She said, "many Hispanics in the 
community will not approach an official if they don't look or talk like them." To further 
bridge the language barrier, all newsletters and flyers are provided in both English 
and Spanish. Celebrating Hispanic holidays is important to the Oakland program. 
Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) is celebrated just after Halloween in Latin 
American countries. She explains, "Alters to celebrate the dead as a part of Dia de 
los Muertos are important to a population where family is so important." The 
Oakland Main Street program involves Hispanics, African Americans, Caucasians 
and other ethnic groups in creating alters in the downtown business windows. The 
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Christmas reenactment in Hispanic cultures is called the "Posada" and this event is 
celebrated in downtown Oakland. The administrator notes that Oakland does not 
celebrate Cinco de Mayo. "Cinco de Mayo is a Chicano holiday and is not even 
really celebrated in Mexico anymore," she explains, "We try to focus on the true 
holidays of Latino culture." During events, the Main Street program provides 
childcare. The Main Street administrator explains that, "many Hispanics are unable 
to provide their own childcare, and if we provide it there is a greater likelihood they 
will come to our events." 
The program has been successful in reaching all ethnic groups. The Main 
Street administrator says, "Our vision is a multi-ethnic community responding to the 
Latino market." This has had success in all the various ethnic groups that participate 
in events such as Dia de los Muertos. The Main Street program has also had 
success in drawing people to the cultural events such as the Christmas Posada. 
Hutchinson, Kansas 
Called the "Paris of the Plains" Hutchinson, with a population of 40,787, is 
located in Central Kansas. Only 7.7% of the town is Hispanic and a mere .4% speak 
Spanish (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). The Main Street program in Hutchinson is 
focused on downtown renovations (Main Street Hutchinson, 2003). 
Hutchinson mainly uses events to get people involved in the Main Street 
program. A Cinco de Mayo festival and art fair are just two events that draw people 
to the community. Children's education is very important to the Hutchinson Main 
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Street program. The Main Street administrator said, "it is very important to the Main 
Street program" to involve people of all ages. 
Despite its having a relatively small Hispanic population, Hutchinson has 
reached out to the Hispanic population through the Cinco de Mayo festival that has 
been running in the community "for ten or twelve years," told the Main Street 
manager. The festival "has become a regional event", he explained. "We draw a lot 
of people in for the live music." The Cinco de Mayo festival includes a parade, 
vendors, music and "a lively street dance" according to the Main Street 
administrator. The Hutchinson Main Street program specifically asked a Hispanic 
person to act as chair on the promotions committee. The Main Street administrator 
says, the "[chair] has been instrumental in gaining participation from the Hispanics in 
the community." 
The success of these methods is mixed. The Cinco de Mayo festival and Art 
fair have been helpful in getting people from other communities to come to 
Hutchinson. These festivals have each been running for thirty years, owing to their 
success. Despite these events, 'We don't really have a significant Hispanic 
population in our business sector," explains the Main Street administrator. However, 
there are two downtown Mexican restaurants that have been very successful. 
Lexington, Nebraska 
The Lexington, Nebraska Main Street program began in 2001 and has begun 
working on several renovations of buildings downtown (Lexington Main Street, ND). 
The town of 10,011 persons boasts a 51.2% Hispanic population (U.S. Census 
Bureau, ND 6). Of this large Hispanic population, 40.8% speak Spanish (U.S. 
Census Bureau, ND 6). 
The Lexington Main Street program focuses mainly on downtown 
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renovations. To gain participation, business owners are contacted by the 
administrator. The program is fairly new, so "letting people know about the program" 
is very important. The administrator personally invites businesses to come to the 
Main Street meetings. 
Lexington, Nebraska has a large Hispanic population due to the nearby meat 
processing plant. The Hispanic population is reached through the Main Street 
program by offering information in Spanish. In addition to this bilingual literature, 
Spanish interpreters come to all community meetings. The first building to be 
renovated through the program was the building of a Hispanic business owner. The 
administrator says, "I hope this project will set an example in the community." 
Lexington Main Street has also celebrated Cinco de Mayo as part of its program 
festivities. 
The success of the program is difficult to tell because of its newness. It 
seems as though this Main Street program is on its way to success because it is 
trying to get its name out and reach all populations. It is encouraging that a Hispanic 
business owner was selected as the first renovation in the community. Also, the 
steps taken to accommodate the Hispanic community through Spanish literature and 
interpreters have helped involve more Hispanics in the community. 
Osceola, Iowa 
This small Iowa town of 4,659 has a Hispanic population and Spanish 
speaking population of 6.2% (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). Osceola became an 
Iowa Main Street community in 1997. Since its beginning, Osceola's program has 
focused on historic preservation (Osceola Main Street, ND). 
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Osceola gains participation through business membership. The downtown 
businesses are highly encouraged to be members of the Main Street program. The 
high school in Osceola is also a good source of volunteers for the Osceola Main 
Street program. High school students volunteer with the program as part of their 
school requirement to volunteer in the community. 
Osceola has a unique challenge in reaching the Hispanic community. As the 
Main Street administrator puts it, "The Mexicans don't speak English and we don't 
speak Spanish." To bridge the language barrier, the Osceola Main Street program 
uses teachers from nearby schools as interpreters at their meetings. The 
administrator also provides flyers and articles in Spanish. Another way to bring 
cultures together, the administrator explains, is "by using music and bring in bands 
to bring everyone together." The Cinco de Mayo festival in Osceola includes dances 
that are very popular. The program filled "a major leadership position for the 
entertainment committee with a Hispanic person," says the administrator. 
The success of this program is evident because of its membership and 
involvement of both business leaders and high school students. The program has 
also been very successful in reaching the Hispanic community, in spite of language 
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barriers. "There are now two Mexican businesses downtown. One has been around 
for four years and the other one for about a year," reports the administrator. 
Capitol Hill Main Street, Oklahoma 
Located in Oklahoma City, the Capitol Hill Main Street program serves a 
Hispanic neighborhood in central Oklahoma City. Oklahoma City has a 10.1 % 
Hispanic population and so it can be assumed that because Capitol Hill Main Street 
serves a Hispanic neighborhood it has a much higher percentage of Hispanics than 
Oklahoma City (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). The neighborhood serves a twenty-
eight block area between Sheilds Boulevard and Walker Avenue. According to the 
manager, "the area is very historic but is in need of renovations." 
The program serves a strictly Hispanic population and so the methods of 
participation apply only to the Hispanic population. A Hispanic administrator is 
important because, "Hispanics must feel comfortable and prefer communicating with 
people of their own culture," says the Hispanic Capitol Hill Main Street administrator. 
A bilingual administrator is also necessary for both speaking and writing in Spanish. 
A bilingual newsletter is used to inform businesses about Main Street program 
events. Another suggested method to reach Hispanic populations is through 
networking with Hispanic organizations such as Hispanic Chambers of Commerce 
and local schools. The Main Street program is able to introduce itself to the 
Hispanic population through already established organizations. Another way the 
Capitol Hill Main Street program acquaints itself with the Hispanic population is by 
doing extensive advertising, including trade shows and making its logo well known. 
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The administrator explains that by advertising the Main Street program, Hispanics 
approach the program instead of the program approaching Hispanics. The Capitol 
Hill program offers an "open door policy" to allow anyone interested in the Main 
Street program to stop by at any time to get information. One service provided is 
one-on-one help to Hispanic business owners with writing grants. The administrator 
explains that the one-on-one help makes it easier for Hispanics to "bridge the gap" 
between Spanish and English. This also allows for a more thorough explanation of 
the governmental process, unfamiliar to Hispanics who have recently immigrated. 
The success of the program is evident because the administrator calls himself 
"very busy" with numerous networking opportunities. Success is also measured by 
the number of Hispanics that come through the Main Street doors. The "open door 
policy" is truly working and the bilingual staff is able to effectively help the Hispanic 
citizens. 
Summary of Data from all Local Main Street Programs with Hispanic 
Volunteers 
When looking at Main Street programs with Hispanic volunteers it is also 
important to look at a listing of all methods used. The number in parentheses 
indicates the number of cases using the method. 
All Methods Used by Local Main Street Programs with Hispanic Volunteers 
• Cinco de Mayo festival (5) 
• Have Hispanic person or persons on a committee (3) 
• Main Street information in Spanish and English (3) 
• Speak personally with local businesses about membership (2) 
• Use interpreters (2) 
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• Bands or music downtown (2) 
• Flyers in Spanish and English (2) 
• Newsletter (2) 
• Bilingual staff (2) 
• Approachability to Hispanics (2) 
• Work with high school students 
• Newsletter in Spanish and English 
• Advertisements 
• Use a Main Street logo 
• Renovation by Hispanic Business owner to set an example 
• Art fair 
• Networking with Hispanic civic organizations 
• "Open door" policy for Main Street office 
• One on one help with grants 
• Provide childcare 
• Dia de los Muertos celebration 
• Christmas Posada 
• Multi-ethnic vision 
• Hispanic Heritage month celebration 
• Diez y seis de Deciembre celebration 
• Dances 
• Network with Hispanic employing businesses 
• Network with civic organizations 
• Window decorations 
• Square gathering 
• Rods n' Ribs festival 
• Haunted Hay Ride 
All these methods were viewed by the Main Street programs as successful. 
The Cinco de Mayo festival is the most popular method of getting people involved in 
the Main Street program. This method was used by the towns of Harlingen, Cortez, 
Osceola, Lexington and Hutchinson. The second most used methods are having a 
Hispanic person on a Main Street committee and providing Main Street information 
in bilingual format. Oakland, Hutchinson and Osceola each have one or more 
Hispanic persons serving on a Main Street committee. Harlingen, Oakland and 
Lexington each provide information in English and Spanish on the Main Street 
program. Speaking personally with businesses, use of interpreters, bands or music 
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downtown, flyers in English and Spanish, bilingual staff and a staff person who looks 
Hispanic each had two communities using the method of participation. Of the 
remaining methods of participation being used by only one community, eight of the 
methods are celebrations, like the Christmas Posada in Oakland. 
Few differences could be found between the midwestern towns of Osceola, 
Capitol Hill, Lexington and Hutchinson and the non-midwestern towns of Oakland, 
Cortez, Ozark and Harlingen. The popular Cinco de Mayo festival had three 
Midwestern towns and two non-Midwestern towns use the method. This is a fairly 
even split. Even with the methods where two communities were found to use them, 
there is an even split. One interesting finding is that both Osceola and Lexington 
use interpreters and Osceola and Hutchinson have bands or music to draw people 
into the Main Street program. 
There is little difference in the towns of 10,011 or less (Cortez, Lexington, 
Osceola and Ozark) and those towns over 10,011 (Harlingen, Oakland, Hutchinson 
and Capitol Hill). One difference is that small towns were more likely to speak 
personally with local businesses about membership in the Main Street program. 
This is presumably due to size and the ability to easily contact each business. 
Osceola and Lexington use this method. The Cinco de Mayo festival is used by 
three small towns and two large towns so this shows an even split. 
In comparing towns of 7.7% Hispanic population or less (Osceola, Hutchinson 
and Ozark) to towns of greater than 7. 7% Hispanic population little difference could 
be found as well. Again, the Cinco de Mayo festival had two towns with 7.7% or less 
Hispanic population that use this method. The one difference in towns with lower 
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percentages of Hispanic population is that none of the towns provided Main Street 
information in both English and Spanish. Despite this, Osceola does provide its 
newsletter and flyers in English and Spanish. Four total communities provide at 
least a newsletter, flyer or other written information in Spanish and English. The four 
cases support the use of Spanish and English materials. Main Street communities 
with Hispanic volunteers appear similar in the methods they use when comparing by 
location, size and Hispanic population. 
Ozark is a unique case from the towns with Hispanic volunteers. Ozark does 
not share a single method of participation across the board. The events such as 
Rods n' Ribs and the Square Gathering seem more similar to the events of the 
communities without Hispanic volunteers, such as Harrodsburg's Classic Car 
Showcase. It appears that Ozark does not do anything to reach the Hispanic 
community other than work with Con Agra's volunteer group that has Hispanics on 
the committee. Ozark, however, only has a 2.6% Hispanic population and 
consequently may operate similarly to communities without Hispanic volunteers 
(U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). 
Comparison of State and Local Main Street Data 
A comparison of state and local data mostly focuses on the use of the state 
data and local data from the communities with Hispanic volunteers. Mixed results 
are gathered from comparing States that provide information in Spanish and Local 
communities providing information in Spanish. The state of California and the city of 
Oakland both provide information in Spanish, as do the state of Texas and the city of 
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Harlingen. The states of Iowa and Nebraska do not provide information in Spanish, 
while the corresponding local communities of Osceola and Lexington do provide 
materials in Spanish. 
Of the states that have a person at the local or state level that speak Spanish, 
there are consistent results. For both Oakland and Capitol Hill the corresponding 
states of California and Oklahoma both had someone at the state or local level that 
could speak Spanish. The one corresponding case of Capitol Hill Main Street 
follows the State of Oklahoma's requirement for a bilingual administrator. 
Comparison of Local Main Street Communities with and without 
Hispanic Volunteers 
The approaches used by Main Street programs with Hispanic volunteers and 
without Hispanic volunteers were similar in nine of the methods. Asking new 
businesses about membership is similar in the four towns of Bath, Gadsden, Cortez 
and Lexington. Again, there appear to be no similarities in size or location with 
these cases. 
The newsletter is a very popular method across Main Streets both with and 
without Hispanic volunteers. Leavenworth, Waterloo, Gadsden, Bath, Harlingen, 
and Cortez all highlighted having a newsletter as one method they use to get people 
involved in Main Street. Furthermore, Osceola has a Spanish language newsletter 
for its Spanish speaking residents. With six cases from both programs with and 
without Hispanic volunteers and different in location and size, this is a sound 
argument that newsletters are helping Main Street communities gain participation. 
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Christmas events are popular among the communities without Hispanic 
volunteers. With five cases from the communities without Hispanic volunteers, it is a 
sharp contrast to the one case of Oakland. Since the Christmas celebrations are so 
successful in communities without Hispanic volunteers, communities with Hispanic 
volunteers should consider a Christmas event. Perhaps, they should follow the 
example of Oakland and have a Christmas Posada reenactment that combines a 
cultural element with the celebration. 
Halloween had two cases (Harrodsburg and Kennewick) from communities 
without Hispanic volunteers that use the holiday to bring people downtown, and two 
cases (Ozark and Oakland) in the communities with Hispanic volunteers. Again, 
holidays seem to be both popular and successful in several Main Street 
communities. Oakland celebrates the Dia de los Muertos (Day of the Dead or All 
Saints Day) the day after Halloween on the first of November. As with Christmas 
events, some of the Main Street programs with Hispanic volunteers could consider 
celebrating the Dia de los Muertos in conjunction with Halloween to support Hispanic 
culture and spirituality. 
Art was a similar method used by both Kennewick and Hutchinson. With only 
two cases using art as a method it is hard to build a strong case for its use, despite 
its success in each town. 
Working with civic groups was common. Leavenworth, Waterloo and 
Hutchinson from the communities without Hispanic volunteers and Ozark and 
Capitol Hill Main Street from the communities with Hispanic volunteers all use 
networking with civic groups as a method of gaining participation. All sizes and 
locations are represented by these cases. These five successful towns are a 
convincing case for working with civic groups in the community. The Main Street 
communities with Hispanic volunteers may want to think about the strategy of the 
Capitol Hill Main Street program in specifically targeting Hispanic civic groups. 
Interestingly, high school volunteers were common among Leavenworth, 
Harrodsburg and Osceola. Perhaps other communities should consider volunteers 
from the local high schools. The high schools are a stable base of volunteering, 
especially if volunteering is a requirement for graduation. 
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Music is shared by the non-Hispanic volunteer communities of Waterloo 
and Harrodsburg and the Hispanic volunteer communities of Osceola and 
Hutchinson. These communities range in size and location. With four communities, 
this seems like a wise method to use for communities, especially with the success of 
the Waterloo program that is bringing between four and five thousand people 
downtown each week. Communities with Hispanic volunteers may wish to follow 
Osceola in using music to bridge the cultural barriers. 
Above all, events are used by most all Main Street programs. A total of 14 
cases, with the exception of Capitol Hill and Ogallala, highlighted the use of events. 
Most likely the Capitol Hill Main Street program and Ogallala Main Street program 
hold events but chose not to highlight them in the interview. Nevertheless, events 
seem to be the most successful and most used means to get people downtown. 
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Areas where there are discrepancies from communities without Hispanic 
volunteers to those with Hispanic volunteers include the methods of everyday 
contact with business owners and the farmers' market. Both of these methods are 
used by three communities without Hispanic volunteers and yet not one case from 
the communities with Hispanic volunteers. Main Street programs with Hispanic 
volunteers should consider having everyday contact with businesses. Even though 
Cortez and Lexington both speak personally with new businesses, thought should be 
given to building a relationship with business owners through everyday contact. The 
farmers' market, a success in communities without Hispanic volunteers, should be 
considered in communities with Hispanic volunteers. Perhaps, specialty produce 
from Latin American countries could be a part of a farmer's market in a community 
with Hispanic volunteers. 
Discrepancies in communities with Hispanic volunteers, and communities 
without Hispanic volunteers all relate to the Hispanic population. The Cinco de 
Mayo festival and having a Hispanic person on a Main Street committee both relate 
to the fact that the community has a Hispanic population. 
Summary 
Data from the states is an interesting look into the governmental agency that 
oversees the local Main Street program. The states have resources to help local 
communities with Hispanic volunteers mainly in the area of having someone 
available who can speak Spanish if the need arises. Also, approximately one third 
are also offering materials in Spanish. 
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Hopefully, the data gathered from the local Main Street communities provides 
a resource for other communities to see what methods are used, and which methods 
are successful. While a method cannot be applied to every Main Street community 
because all communities are very different, the case studies and listing of methods 
can be a supply of ideas for communities to use. As seen in the comparisons, many 
methods are used by more than one community and thus build a case for their 
success and popularity. The repetition of the methods may increase the applicability 
of the method to other communities since they were successful in other 
communities. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS 
The results of Chapter 4 have far reaching implications. The data reflect on 
how state and local Main Streets are run and specifically show successful methods 
for reaching Hispanic populations. This research suggests changes for national, 
state and local Main Street programs as well as the planning profession. 
Summary 
The results of the Main Street program interviews highlight different methods 
of participation of Main Street communities with and without Hispanic volunteers. 
Each town uses a different set of methods but in some cases, one or more methods 
will overlap. The methods that overlap show which methods are both popular and 
successful. Popularity and success are important because they show that the 
method works in more than one community. When a method is popular and 
successful and is also used in towns of varying sizes, locations and ethnic 
diversities, then there is a greater likelihood that the method can transfer well to 
other communities. These methods, found in Chapter 4, have great implications for 
the Main Street program. 
Implications 
To return to the research questions in Chapter 1, there is much to be applied 
from the results of Chapter 4. As for the issue of strategies from the first question, a 
listing is provided in Chapter 4 of the methods used by communities with Hispanic 
volunteers. The specific items from the list that apply particularly to reaching 
Hispanics are: 
• Cinco de Mayo festival (5) 
• Main Street information in Spanish and English (3) 
• Have Hispanic on a committee (3) 
• Use interpreters (2) 
• Bands or music downtown (2) 
• Flyers in Spanish and English (2) 
• Bilingual staff (2) 
• Staff person looks Hispanic (2) 
• Newsletter in Spanish and English 
• Use a Main Street logo 
• Renovation by Hispanic Business owner to set an example 
• Networking with Hispanic civic organizations 
• "Open door" policy for Main Street office 
• One on one help with grants 
• Provide childcare 
• Dia de los Muertos celebration 
• Christmas Posada 
• Multi-ethnic vision 
• Hispanic Heritage month celebration 
• Diez y seis de Deciembre celebration 
• Network with Hispanic employing businesses 
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These 21 methods are a compilation of methods that are used by seven of 
the cases with Hispanic volunteers. These communities are Oakland, Cortez, 
Harlingen, Osceola, Capitol Hill Main Street, Lexington and Hutchinson. None of the 
methods used by Ozark, a town with Hispanic volunteers, were specifically used to 
reach the Hispanic community. From this listing, there are methods that are used by 
more than one Main Street program, as indicated by the number of cases in 
parentheses, and methods that have been used by only one community. 
To answer the second research question, strategies to reach the Hispanic 
community are successful, according to the administrators. In terms of membership, 
as mentioned in Chapter 4, Cortez, and Osceola are gaining membership from the 
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Hispanic business community. However, Hutchinson, Kansas has not had success 
in gaining Hispanic businesses downtown. Other communities have had great 
success in attendance at various events, such as Oakland's Dia de los Muertos. It is 
unclear however, how many attendees of events are Hispanic. Overall, issues of 
success seem biased. With the exception of North Judson and Harrodsburg, all 
towns claimed a successful Main Street program. The administrators were most 
likely more apt to share and highlight the successes of the town rather than the 
failures in order to shed good light on their program. Despite these biases, it is 
evident that the listed strategies were successful in the eyes of the administrator. 
Strategies do differ between Main Street programs with Hispanic volunteers 
and those without Hispanic volunteers. Many differences in strategy relate to how 
the strategy is applied. For example, communities with Hispanic volunteers tend to 
celebrate holidays from Hispanic culture such as Cinco de Mayo, while communities 
without Hispanic volunteers celebrate holidays not specific to Hispanics such as 
Christmas. The idea of having holiday events is the same but applied differently in 
communities with Hispanic volunteers. Other methods are totally exclusive to 
communities with Hispanic volunteers such as providing materials in Spanish and 
English or having a Hispanic person on a Main Street committee. Despite these 
differences in strategy, as mentioned in Chapter 4, there were nine areas of 
similarity between the methods used by communities with Hispanic volunteers and 
without Hispanic volunteers. These nine areas of similarity include asking new 
businesses about membership, newsletters, Christmas events, Halloween/Dia de los 
Muertos, art, working with civic groups, high school volunteers, music and events. 
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The application of these methods, in answering the fourth research question, 
must be done with care. Because the transferability of case study research is not 
always accepted because case studies are not random samples, the application of 
these methods should be applied cautiously (Marshall, 1995: 144). The strategies 
listed in the answer to the first research question can be a resource for Main Street 
programs with a new Hispanic community. The applicability of the methods will 
need to be considered by local Main Street administrators to determine if they would 
be a good fit in their community. For a community experiencing a new Hispanic 
population, a look at the strategies used by Osceola or Lexington is helpful. 
Methods from Osceola and Lexington include: 
• Cinco de Mayo festival 
• Have Hispanic person or persons on a committee 
• Main Street information in Spanish and English 
• Speak personally with local businesses about membership 
• Use interpreters 
• Bands or music downtown 
• Flyers in Spanish and English 
• Work with high school students 
• Renovation by Hispanic Business owner to set an example 
Both of these towns have a new Hispanic population due to the presence of 
food processing plants, as mentioned in Chapter 4. In the interviews, both towns 
had successful outcomes due to the methods they used. 
The research questions from Chapter 1 helped direct the study of Hispanics 
in the Main Street program. Together these questions bring together new 
information on the methods used by communities with Hispanic volunteers. For the 
most part, methods of celebrations and events appear to be very successful. The 
methods used by communities with Hispanic volunteers are both different and 
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similar to methods used by communities without Hispanic volunteers. The strategies 
used to reach the Hispanic community provide a resource to Main Street 
communities with Hispanic volunteers and Hispanic populations. 
Recommendations 
At the national level, the National Main Street center should provide more 
help for communities and literature on Main Street towns with Hispanic residents. 
The National Main Street program has the ability to be a leader to State and local 
programs on the issue of Hispanics in the Main Street program through providing 
literature and training. All but two state Main Street administrators could list towns in 
their state with Hispanic volunteers. In some states, only one or two towns could be 
listed. These are particularly the towns that the National Main Street Center could 
benefit. By providing literature, state Main Street administrators can pass 
information on to the communities with Hispanic volunteers. Right now, there is no 
information to pass on and state and local administrators are left to their own 
devices for guidance on incorporating an ethnic group that may be new to the 
community. While the towns are currently successful, they would definitely benefit 
by hearing what other communities are doing and gaining advice from the National 
Main Street Center. 
A reconsideration of the 4 points and 8 principles should also be done by the 
National Main Street Center. The purpose of the Main Street program is to help 
businesses. In today's changing demographics, as seen Chapter 1, this means 
helping many different types of businesses and business owners. As mentioned in 
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Chapter 2, the 4 points and 8 principles can be applied to minority populations but 
the language of the points and principles does not mention minorities. By simply 
rewording points 2 and 3 and principles 4 and 7 to include the words "and 
minorities," the clear inclusion of minorities can be achieved. Another option that the 
National Main Street could do is include a 9th principle of "Minority Inclusion". This 
principle could direct local Main Street programs to specifically consider the ethnic 
diversity of the town. Programs that follow a 9th principle would be encouraged to 
reach out and celebrate diversity. 
State administrators should become familiar with the resources provided by 
the National Main Street Center. Upon request, the National Main Street Center will 
provide materials in Spanish. State administrators should also take advantage of 
opportunities to attend cultural awareness training, as the state of Indiana provides. 
Cultural awareness training would be beneficial for state administrators with local 
communities with and without Hispanic volunteers. State administrators without 
local communities with Hispanic volunteers may wish to gain cultural awareness 
training in order to be prepared for the changing demographics as shown in Chapter 
1. 
State administrators should also keep watch of budget cuts at the State 
government level. Some states, such as Missouri, have had to cut the Main Street 
program at the State level due to budget cuts. State administrators should inform 
legislators of the benefits of the Main Street program in helping businesses which 
can help improve the economy. 
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Local Main Street communities should take care not to ignore Hispanic or 
other minority populations in their area. Kennewick is a prime example of where 
Hispanics are potentially being ignored as a volunteer base. Kennewick has a 
15.5% Hispanic population and yet no Hispanic volunteers or methods to reach the 
Hispanic community (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 6). This was the only case where the 
Hispanic population was above the national average of 12.5% and had no Hispanic 
volunteers (U.S. Census Bureau, ND 3). 
Issues of success should be examined in local communities. For the 
purposes of this study, success is determined by the administrator. While this study 
seems to biased in highlighting a great number of successes rather than failures, the 
successes should be examined as to whether it is really a success in terms of the 
Main Street program. This study found that events were successful, according to 
Main Street administrators. Events may be successful but the question remains as 
to whether the event is really achieving the goal of the Main Street program to help 
small businesses. 
In regards to the Hispanic communities and communities with Hispanic 
volunteers, communities should examine whether they are really reaching out to the 
Hispanic population. In many of the cases with Hispanic volunteers it seems as 
though the program is merely "translated" to fit the Hispanic community. Having a 
newsletter in English and Spanish and translators are just two examples of where 
the program seems to be only translated to fit the Hispanic community. Translating 
the program is not "bad," in fact it is very helpful and successful in the eyes of the 
administrators. It is also one method to link to the Hispanic community. Yet it 
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seems as though some of the local Main Street programs with Hispanic volunteers 
are simply fitting Hispanics into the program instead of fitting of the program to 
Hispanics. The latter would require truly reaching out to the Hispanic community. 
Truly reaching out to the Hispanic community does not mean "Americanizing" 
Hispanic culture. Cinco de Mayo, as described by the administrator from Oakland, is 
an "Americanized" holiday. Many Americans do not know that it is the celebration of 
Cinco de Mayo is about a military victory near Pueblo, Mexico. The holiday is only 
celebrated regionally in Mexico yet it is largely celebrated across the United States 
as seen with the five cases that used Cinco de Mayo as a method of participation. 
The Cinco de Mayo example also shows the "Americanization" of Hispanic culture 
by only celebrating Mexican heritage rather than acknowledging all Hispanic culture. 
Oakland, through its Dia de los Muertos celebration and Harlingen, through its 
Hispanic Heritage month, were the only cases to specifically celebrate Hispanics 
from countries besides Mexico. Local communities should be aware that not all 
Hispanics are of Mexican decent. Hispanics as a whole come from a variety of 
countries with rich cultural diversities. Local communities should celebrate and 
include all Hispanics. 
Truly reaching out to the Hispanic community involves the methods used 
primarily from the Oakland and Capitol Hill Main Street programs. In these cases, 
the program was designed to include Hispanics through bilingual personnel and 
networking with Hispanic civic organizations, for example. Local Main Street 
programs should examine the applicability of the methods used by Oakland and 
Capitol Hill to their own Main Street programs. 
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Other ways to reach out to attract Hispanic businesses and participation may 
come from the findings of Chapter 2. Several authors pointed out that Hispanics 
have a growing role in the U.S. food market. Main Streets may want to consider 
attracting a grocery store that provides specialty foods for Hispanics. Besides the 
list provided at the beginning of this chapter, a farmers' market, where fresh produce 
can be brought in, may work in communities seeking to attract Hispanic participation 
in Main Street, despite this method not being used by a single case study with 
Hispanic volunteers. Local Main Streets may want to extend their networking to 
involve churches. As noted in Chapter 3 by the Hispanic Churches of America 
(2002), churches are a great opportunity for Hispanics to get involved in local politics 
and government. 
Because planners are the primary administrators for programs such as the 
Main Street program, the American Planning Association must take up the topic of 
Hispanic participation. Planners in all fields from land use to transportation to 
community development are the primary administrators of the citizen participation 
process. With the changing demographics seen in Chapter 1, planners in all areas 
will need expertise on including everyone in the participation process, including 
Hispanic persons. The planning profession needs to recognize that planners today 
are not the stereotypical white male bureaucrat. Planners come from all areas of the 
world and represent all ethnicities. The profession needs to embrace and 
encourage minority participation. Let's hope that Leonardo Vasquez (2002) is not 
the only Hispanic planner at the meeting anymore. 
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The American Planning Association holds a national conference located in a 
different city each year. The 2006 American Planning Association Conference is 
scheduled to be held in San Antonio, Texas (American Planning Association, ND). 
San Antonio is a city rich with Hispanic culture. This would be the perfect venue for 
the profession to discuss and explore methods to include Hispanics in planning. 
While this research attempted to gather a large amount of data, there is still 
much to be gathered. As mentioned in Chapter 2, there is nothing written on 
Hispanics in the Main Street program and very little is written on Hispanics in 
business and planning. This research does fill a small part of the gap in literature, 
but the gap is wide and there are many areas relating to the Hispanic population that 
deserve research. 
One issue that should be researched further is the applicability of the 
strategies used by Main Street programs with Hispanic volunteers to non-Main 
Street communities with Hispanic populations. Would other state and local agencies 
benefit from using the methods listed in Chapter 4? This would be interesting to 
research and could have huge implications on how state and local agencies operate. 
The issue of ignored Hispanic populations and other minority populations 
should be researched further. The applicability of these finding to other minority 
groups should be investigated. By ignoring Hispanic and other minority populations, 
local Main Street programs are missing out on a volunteer base and rich culture. 
The issue should be examined to see how widespread the problem of an uninvolved 
Hispanic or minority population is. 
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Another item that could be further researched is the difference between urban 
and rural Main Streets with Hispanic volunteers or a high percentage of Hispanic 
population. Rural and urban cities gain Hispanic populations for very different 
reasons, such as the meat processing plant in Lexington as opposed to the 
longstanding Hispanic population of Oakland. It would be exciting to research how 
urban and rural Main Street programs operate with Hispanic communities. 
The results of this study of Hispanics in the Main Street program are 
interesting and provide a vibrant resource of information for Main Street 
communities. Beyond being a resource, the information gathered has implications 
on national, state and local Main Street programs as well as the planning profession. 
This research is a small addition to the study of Hispanics. Hopefully others will 
follow in researching this very interesting and important topic. 
APPENDIX. WEBSITE LISTINGS OF STATE 
MAIN STREET PROGRAMS 
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Website Listings of State Main Street Programs 
State Website Local Main Street List 
http://www.preserveala.org/mai http://www. preserveala. org/mainstreetpartic 
Alabama nstreetproQram.html ipants.pdf 
http://www.azcommerce.com/doclib/COMM 
http://www.azcommerce.com/R ASST/Originals/Main%20Street%20Manag 
Arizona ural/default. html ers%20and%20Addresses. pdf 
http://www.arkansaspreservatio http://www.mainstreet.org/Resources/Local 
Arkansas n.ora/mainstreet/default.asp Display. asp?State=AR 
http://www.californiamainstreet. 
California ca.us http://commerce.ca.aov/state/ttca/ 
http://ccraonline.org/MainStreet 
Colorado /index.shtml#About 
Connecticut http://www.ctmainstreet.orQ/ http://www.ctmainstreet.ora/local.html 
http://www.delawaremainstreet. 
Delaware com/ htto://www.delawaremainstreet.com/ 
http://dhr.dos.state.fl.us/bhp/m http://dhr.dos.state.fl.us/bhp/main_st/florida 
Florida ain st/index.cfm main.cfm 
http://www.betterhometown.org http://www.betterhometown.org/betterhome 
Georaia /index.html towns/index.html 
Indiana http://www. in.aov/mainstreet/ http://www.in.gov/mainstreet/townlist.html 





Kentucky ritage mainstreet. htm street.htm 
http://www.crt.state.la.us/crt/oc http://www.crt.state.la. us/crt/ocd/hp/commu 
Louisiana d/hp/lmsintro. htm nities.htm 
http://mdf.org/downtown/portal/i 
Maine ndex.html 
http://www.dhcd.state.md.us/m http://www. dhcd.state. md. us/mainstmd/mai 




http://www. nebraskamainstreet http://www.nebraskamainstreet.org/page 7. h 
Nebraska .oral tml 
New http://www.nhcdfa.org/mainstre http://www.nhcdfa.org/Mainstreet/mscomm 
Hampshire et.html unities.html 
http://www.state.nj.us/dca/dhcr/ 
New Jersey msnj.htm 
http://www.dca.commerce.state http://www. dca.commerce.state. nc. us/main 
North Carolina . nc. us/mainst/ st/mainstf.asp 
http://busdev3.odoc5.odoc.stat 
e.ok.us/servlet/page? _pageid= http://busdev3.odoc5.odoc.state.ok.us/servl 
1291&_dad=portal30&_schem et/page? _pageid=1291 &_dad=portal30&_s 
a=PORTAL30&cwt=9&cwr=21 chema=PORTAL30&cwt=9&cwr=2121 &cw 
Oklahoma 21&cwn=910 n=906 
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Website Listings of State Main Street Programs Continued 
http://www.thc.state.tx.us/main 
Texas street/msdefault. html http://www.thc.state.tx.us/links/lkms.html 
Utah http://dced. utah.Qov/oioneer/ 
http://www.dhca.state.vt.us/DH 
Vermont P/proQrams/downtown. html 
http://www.dhcd.state.va.us/cd/ 
VirQinia crd/msp/mspindex. htm 
http://www.oted.wa.gov/ed/cea/ 
WashinQton downtown/main. html 
http://www.commerce.state.wi. http://www.commerce.state.wi.us/CD/CD-
Wisconsin us/CD/CD-bdd-overview. html bdd-directorv. html 
(Illinois, Mississippi, New Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina 
and West Virginia do not have websites) 
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